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CHAPl'ER - I 

ABOtJr THE STUDY 

India, after loog years of colonial rule 

opted for democracy, secularism a.nd planned development. All 

these programmes which are still in operation and directed 

towards the socio-economic changes in the country have their 

own achievements as well as failures. When one examines both 

achievements and failures, particularly the working of 

democracy in Indian States, one does feel a bit pessimistic 

about the democratic future of India. At the same time, 

however, one cannot ignore the fact that substantial change 

has occured during the last decades i.n a society which was 

in a state of near •stagnation• 1 for the past two centuries. 

For whatever the worth, it deserves to be examined. 

Village socio-political systems, however, 

have registered Changes as a result of the operation as well 

as the working of the planned development programmes of change. 

The phenomenon of political change in rural India itself has 

been an area of research interest for a number of social 

scientists. SuCh studies needed to indicate the direction, 

quantum and adequacy of change which have oceul:1'8d in the Indian 

villages. An ideal solution would be to undertake a study 

of a village political change particularly the making of 

1. For details see A.H. Sanjee, (1971), Democra~ and Political 
chanTe in Village India, Orient Longman Pubrication;·-New Delhi 
PP- Ixr;-



decisions at the community level. 

This dissertation is an attempt on a 

microscopic scale, in that direction of a village in Orissa. 

The generalizations and conclusions, no doubt, are valid 

and applicable for the small universe under investigation. 

They are by means typical to that village, but the emphasis 

and the need of the work may also be seen elsewhere. 

To say few words, it is a fact that not 

02. 

many will dispute that the contemporary Indian politics and society 

are passing through a period of transition. While it is very 

difficult to speak of the specific directions of the change~. 

what we can do at this stage is to merely identify the 

forces at work in the transition and try to grasp the nature 

and extent of change, the working of the newly introduced 

democratic procedures, the changes in the social, economic 

and the subsequent sponte~us changes in other fields wherever 

they are observable. The traditional socio-political structure 

which remained at a stage of near •stagnation• for centuries 

na..t has interacted with .... the forces released by a host of 

factors. The rapid growth of education, improved means of 

communication, increased rationalized structure of administration, 

industrialization, employment scope, economic development an1 

the universal adult suffrages with the newly establiShed 

democratic procedures ideals and institutions have played vital 

roles. Above all tha so.ci()-_econanic changes brought into the 

Indian society by the planned development programmes, democracy, 
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secularism, medias brought the subsequent changes in Indian 

political system. Th~ have, in fact, directly or indirectly 

questioned the traditional ~and status oriented privileges 

which lie at the root of the Indian structure. One of the 

most important and perhaps a direct consequence of great 

significance observable is some kind of loosening up of the 

conventionally established political authority-relationship 

on the one hand and the awareness that public poli~ decisions 

can be influenced on the other. This is as evident in most 

part of India is clearly observable concerning the welfare of 

a small cammuaity of Kangeilo the village which bas been 

studied. 

The main contention and concern in this dissertation is 

the operation of a democratic political system in the village 

itself. It is our contention that the Changes in the socie>

economic and political life of the village have induced 

reactions in the various aspects of political life of the 

community;especially in the field of the decision-making at 

the village level, However, the post-independence developments 

triggered off a series of processes which materially altered 

the distribution of power in that community and the emergence 

and demonstration of the collective authority in the village 

expressed through the newly constituted village council. 

Subsequently, the reaction in the social system and the role 

of caste in the decision-making process o£ the COmmunity have 

been examined. 
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The first Chapter of this dissertation is 

confined to the introduction i.e. about the study. At the 

outset a brief history of rural India and the post-independence 

changes in the villages is sketched. The aim of the study, 

the coverage and the methodology of the study is also mentioned 

in the introduction. 

Chapter two describes the village setting 

in detail. Situation of the village, its size, population 

composition, housing pattern, communication facilities and 

amenities are given as clearly as possible. Some peculiar 

characteristics with their impact on the Village life observed 

a tout the village are noted in this chapter. The ethnic 

segmentation of the whole village, the major caste groups and 

tribes inhabited, their occupation, association the definite 

association, interaction, intercourse and interdependance 

of the major caste groups of the village have also been 

outlined. Besides that, some aspects of socio-economic ties 

and interdependent relationship overthrown by caste barrier 

and the established relationships running across the village have 

been narrated clea.rly. 

Chapter three explains in detail the political 

system of the village. The structure and functions of the 

traditional village authority, the newly constituted 1 Gaon Desh', 

its evolution, membership, tenure, powers and functions, 
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various~heories of decision-making, the decision-making process 

at caste, locality and village level, etc. have been analysed 

in this Chapter. Besides that, group dynamics and the 

collective nature of the authority of the 'Gaon Desh 1 , the sanctions 

behind its decision-making, the cohesiveness in the village 

and the character of collectiTe daninance of different caste

groups2 have also been examined in detail in this chapter. 

Chapter four summarizes the study. The 

changes in the socio-economic life of the entire village, the 

changed nature of decision ~aking process at the village 

have be~n assessed in the summary. Finally, some conclusions 

based on this study have been drawn. On the whole the 

cohesive nature of the village has been emphasized. 

In Appendix I, some cases of decision

making observed in the village council have been analysed with 

the assessment of their importance to the community, as a 

whole. Appendix II contains the translation of the rules, 

regulations adopted by the 'Gaon oesh' which have been 

collected from the proceeding books I & II. 

In recent years the related literature on 

the concept of decision-making and the theories of decision-

2. The nature of collective dominance of caste groups in 
decision-making process of the village level has been 
given in AppendiX-! with detailed analysis. 
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making power has drawn the attention of many scholars and 

social-scientists. The fmportance of the topic is such that 

Brunoleoni speaks of that modern man is redefined as the 

decision-making an~al rather than the social or political 

animal. A lot of research work on this subject have been 

done in Western countries as well as in India also. Most of 

the western scholars on the subject have spent their whole 

time and energy on sophis~icated decisional models and the 

choice behaviour of man. 

But the contribution of Indian writers 

to this field largely skirt the theoritical domain which lies 

in the area of management of enterprise, defence strategies and 

others. Writers like Rathi Sawhney (19R9), Dilhip Mukherjee 

(1969) on defence, s. Chakraverty (1960) on class of simple 

decision models, H.K. Paranjape on Planning, Bhambri (1963) on 

Cabinet making, Subramanium on the facts and value in 

decision-making, Desai on techniques of decision-making and 

s. Jaynathana (1967) on decision-making in family are most 

important ones. Nobody has attempted the study of decision

making process at the village-community level which we think 

will be very interesting tot ake up. However, the limitations 

of the study cannot be ignored. 
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Methodology 

This study is based on the method of 

participant-observation and interview. Firsthand knowledge 

• about the village, the people, their activity on cammunity 
~·· . 

life have been investigated. An attempt also have been made 

to study the people's choice behaviour on political activities 

w~th special emphasis on the decision-making or its process 

at th~ community level. The meettOgs which is a regular 

feature in the village has enabled us to investigate the 

community. However, the study is limited to a village in rural 

Orissa the conclusions of which may o.r may not be applicable 

to other villages in India;. 'l'he data collection end 

observation were made during the year 1965-87 and the use of 

governmental data has not been entirely relied upon. 

Finally, the village selected for study 

has been chosen for some interesting reasons. Firstly, the 
village is becoming important because of the united nature of 

the villag~rs and the successful working of the village 

council which is not under the Statutory Panchayats intrOduced 

by the government of Orissa. Secondly, because of my personal 

contact and relationship with the active members of the council 

and good communication. And last but not the least1 the 

peculiar nature of the village, her people and the community 

with which I was constantly in touch in this area inspired 

me to work. 
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• VILLIGE KANGEI.LO 1 SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

setting a The village of I<angeilo is located 1n the 

Katnakshy-anagar Tehsil of the district of Dhenkallal 

in Central Orissa. A small river Ramiala rans west 

to east and the village is sttuated between the river 

and a muntain in the south. In the west a small 

hillock separates the village from the neighbouring 

village Pippla. From the foot of the mountain in 

south, the village is covered with green trees, When 

one sees the village from a distance on the hillock, 

it presents a smilling face almost surrounded by 

sugarcane fields with green foliage at any time of 

the year. The village settlement has two parallel 

lines of houses with a wide toad in between. Behind 

008 

the two lines of houses with mud walls and hay roofs, 

small and big trees of mango, cocoanuts and j ackfruit 

are seen in almost every houae. A little bit away 

from the village and on the bank of the river Ramiala 

are the grooves of mango and jackfruit valued for their 

produce and the shade they provide iD Summer. 

Kangeilo is connected by a metalled road of 

11 KM long to Mahulpal, a village on the way between the 

distx:ict and subdivision headquarters. Kamakshyanagar 
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the sUbdivisional headquarter with the main communication 

point to other important places of Orissa is a small town 
> 

and nearest to the village. The village has two straight 

lines of houaes of one Kilometer long, the road of which 

joins the metalled road at a point to Kamakshycmagar. 

During Summer thexe is a path way directly from the village 

to join the main road in north about SKM after crossing the 

river. But during the iainy seasort. the traveller must 

have to go 11 KM round, following the metalled road which 

leaves the village and joins Kamakshyanagar-Dhenkanal road 

near Mahulpal. To the north a cart-track leads through 

the paddy fields and crosses the river on the way to 

Kamakshyanagar. 

HistofX of the Village a 

The earliest history of the village is not known. 

The people of the village trace the origin of the present 

village settlement upto SO years. About 300 years ago* 

the original village was settled closer to the river on the 

bank of a narrow tributary which flows from the mountain 

and joins the river. It is believed that present settle-

ment of the village which is quite closer to the hillock 

was a result of the constant and quick floods caused by 

the river a• well as the tributary; The older people say 

that during the Rainy season when the water flows down the 

mantain the houses, bullocks, carts as well as the people 
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were flown by the speedy water and thus the inconvenience 

forced the people to shift to the present settlement. 

The physical setting of the village and the 

housing patterns provide a marked distinction fDOm other 

neighbouring villages. The type and position of the 

village provid.e an ins igbt into the planned settlement 

of the villagers. The houses of the village seem to 

nucleate into a single cluster located along a single 

street. The oldest surviving member of the village 

remembers the planning of the present village and says 

that the whole plan was drawn by a single man of the 

village,-·- the bhoomipujan was done communally and 

the thread used in Chalking out the plan was single 

one. The road in between the t'WO lines of houses was 

a wide one which distinguishes the village from other 

villages. Besides the main settlement. there is aoother 

small settlement~ . a small _street of the SAbaras • 1 In 

the middle of the village._there is a small community 

hall. a well and three chauparis. The space for the 

community hall was provided during the plan. There 

is a small temple of Lord Rad.habishna at the soath end 

of the village. The bollSes are built in such a manner 

1. Originally an ~dering forest trtbe but are 
settled now. 



that one can notice a barber cutting the hair of a 

man on the veranda of ;the house in one and from the 

veranda of the other end. Most of the houses have 

mud walls with thatched roof of the same height. Of 

course, now a days some people have started building 

pucca houses in between the lines. 

socio-economic characteristics 1 

POpulation a Kangeilo is one of the medium sized 

villages with an area of 690 acres and 111 occupied 

residential units. According to an unofficial censUs 

taken in January 198~the population of tbe village 

is 1215 out of which the Sa.baras are 165 in ntanber. 

It is a multieaste village in which people of all 

castes are staying 1n the same street except the 

Saber as who ha~ a different settlement because of 

their low status. Among · .. ·: other castes are the 

I<'halldayats, Gauras (Milkman); Tel is (Oilmen), 

Bhandaris (Barbers), Gurias (Sweet-makers), Tantis 

(Weavers) and Kamar (Black Smith) families. These 

are the common castes in the state of Orissa and 

are found in almost every village. 

,¥!lenities 1 The village bas five ponds which are 

usea tor bathing, watering cattles and fishing. The 

river Ramiala is also used for this purpose. 

l 
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For a.rinking water, most of the families have wells 

behind their houses. ~There are also two wells which 

are owned communally by the people. The sabaras have 

their own well and a tUbe well dug by the government. 

In the village most of the people have dug wells in 

midst of their crop fields which are financed by the 

agricultural branch of the state Bank of India. There 

are 40 or more such wells in the village. The village 

is electrified as a resalt of which some pll~s are 

their for irrigation purpose. People also use the ponds 

and other resources for irrigation purpose. 

The village of Kangeilo comes under the Dhenkanal 

educational district and has an Upper ~rimary School, a 

~ddle English School and a High School which is newly 

constructed. The medium of instruction in these schools 

i1 or iya. The people of the village repair the school 

walls and the roof every year. Besides,the village youth 

have a club and a community hall of their own. some 

governmental facilities are also available in the village. 

For advising and assisting on agricllltural matters a 

•Gram sevak• is appointed for the village. An electrician 

is also stationed in the village and two health workers 

(a nurse and a village health worker) are appointed for 

the village. 
, 

some farmers are the members of the Pall1srota 

Manda!!' and prize winners by the district Agriculbttt.al Office. 

Bank Officers, Agricultural Officers, Project Officers, 



Health Officers and the Administrative Officers like 

the Block Development Officer, SOb-Divisional Officer 

and Panchayat Officers are the frequent visitors to 

the village. 

Recently the village has been the point of 

attraction of the Governmental authorities because of a 

lot of developments in the village. Firstly6 there has 

been a lot of development in the field of agriculture in 

the village. Being financed by the banks, the farmers 

of the village have used hybrid seeds, manures and pesticid

es;dug many wells, set ~ets and as a result of which 

the production of paddy# sugar-cane and cash crops have 

been doubled. some of the farmers of the village have 

been given prizes at the district level for their out

standing produce. Thus the district agricUlture office 

has declared the village as the Adersa Gram2• secondly, 

sinee long the villagers have preserved a patch of 

jungle with valuable woods. Regularly,the jangle is 

being guarded and the people who destroy the jungle 

are being challenged by the villagers. This shows the 

sense of awareness of the people for afforestation. 

Thirdly, the working of the village organization 

as the organ of administration in the village has lessened 

2. Model Village. 



the occur~t~nae·. of crimes in the Thana or court. NO 

sort of crime. theft or quarrel is reported from the 

village• 
~ 

Fourthly, the village is also declared as 

one of the savings Villages 3 in Orissa. Fifthly. the 

display of community sentiment. communal har~tDny in 

work bas attracted the officials attention to the 

village. The villager's own attempt to dig a pond and 

to build a dam to avoid drought for long days has drawn 

the attention of District Collector to the village Who 

granted monetary help in recognition of their work. 

Sal·ientFeatures of t"!e Villa51e & 

~rtance of 
A<Jr;cu~ture a 

Agriculture is the primary source of incone and 

means of livelihood for the people of the village. The 

year is divided into two sowing seasons. During the rainy 

season between July and september paddy. maize. millets. 

pUlses and in Winter months, vegetables, gram and peas 

are grown. sugarcane, the main com.'llercial crop. is sown 

in the months of April and May. The land is very fertile 

and the climatic conditions are favourable for the produ

ction of a variety of crops like groundnuts. mustard '• 

oilseeds and vegetables. The staple food of the people 

are rice. vegetables and dal. 

3. The Village which shows some fixed amount of 
POstal deposits in declared to be a Savings 
Village. 
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The value of land in an agricultural economy 
~ 

should be fully appreciated to understand correctly the 

nature of intergroup relations and communal harmony in 

Kangeilo. Though 90% of the land is owned by a single 

caste called Rhandayats, no doUbt, agriculture is a 

major source of livelihood for the majority of the 

villagers. It is a symbol of material security and 

well-being. The purcbase of land is a matter of pre at ige 

while selling of it is e sign of poverty. 

since most of the rainfall comes in less than 

five months. the need for agricultural activity in the 

dry months beco~es a serious problem for the people. 

·Water from wells and ponds filled during the rainy 

months is used for irrigation. A great deal of the 

villager's time• effort and money is spent and consumed 

by these activities. Thus nearly everyone 1n Kangeilo 

is engaged in agricultural activities~ whether directly 

as landowner or as wage earner. artisan who supply tools 

to the agriculturists or daily workers. The whole 

village is seen in action daring the working season. 

Even those who do not have land ot: who do not cultivate 

land such as the do~estic servant, the daily wage 

earners and landless labourers. generally depend for 

their existence upon the village produce. Payment 

for services is usually made in kind end occasionally 
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in cash. such receipts are spent upon the comnodities 

grown ox: made 1n the ~illage. 

POwer Structure a 

The behaviour. constitution. function and 

dynamics of power in the village is intimately related 

to the distribution of land. UsuallY', -village contains 

within itself many power groups whiCh are not inter-
4 

connected but display an amazing degree of fluidity• 

Characteristically organised around the gro~ leader, 

a power group often 1n turn serves as a nucleus for 
sub 9r04PS 

larger groups. But theseL within the larger groups 

have an identity of their own. These groUps are in 

fact the caste groUps having their own identity. NO 

si9nificant action ean be effected at the village level 

without the sanction of one or mre of the power groups 

in the village. Xangeilo has a number of sudb groups 

based on caste although no single groUp is in a position 

to dominate the process of decision~akinq. except the 

centtal authority which is in the hands of village 

council. The village council which is newly constituted 

since 8 years is the 100st important organ of the village• 

Before it was constituted after Independence, 

the village council was dominated by a single man who 

4: K.K.Singh. 1967. Patterns of Caste Tens1on1 

Asia Publishing House; BoiDbay. (p:">el4) • 



was appointed by the district authorities. He was 
~ 

the wealthiest man of the village and the village 

administration was patronised by htm and his family. 

The other caste people had no say in the village 

affairs. But with the growing socio-economic and 

0 1,_, 
~ ' 

political conditions of the villagers due to education* 

legislation and awakening. the administrative power of 

the village tU no longer remained in the hands of the 

traditional authority, it has passed into the hands of 

the village council in 1979. The council is successfully 

utilising the authority bestowed on it. 

social structurea 

Kangeilo is a multi-caste village with Hinduism 

as the only religion. Together the caste-groaps form an 

agricultural community. The different caste people are 

living in the same village in a smooth and haxmonious 

way. There is mutual cooperation as well as smooth 

inter-caste relation. The social structure of the village 

of Kangeilo is such that it represents itself as a well 

knit social organization of the different heterogenous 

caste groups. 

feculiarities ~f the Villa2e s 

Before going into the details of the village 

affairs, we must keep in mind some of the interesting 
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characteristics of the village I<angeilo whidl are not 

usually found in any other village of the state. They 

are peculiar in their own way and interesting and uniqae 

1n style of the village. They have drawn our attention 

during the field study and are peculiar in observation. 

The most interesting characteristics is the 

deep sense of the unity in the village. There is 

interesting harmony anong different caste groUps. The 

varieties of caste people interact with each otber quite 

sRDothly and in the history of the vil1age1 hardly any 

incident of caste war or caste conflict involving two 

or more castes have taken place. The villagers have 

re~ected each others rituals and participated in each 

others happiness and sorrows. They have cherished sense 

of oneness among themselves. They consider any problem 

in the village as a common concern and try to solve it. 

This sense of unity is expressed in the participation of 

the people in large numbersto:- provide eithetfohysical 

or mental support in the activities and the meeting 

of the village. Several instances of dtg1ng of ponds, 

constructing dam or building a High School and contribu

ting to the village funds with much interest are 

noteworthy. 

AnOther interesting fact of such a kind is the 

interdependence of the villagers upon each other • The 

landless people and the lan~g people depend upon 
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status of higher and lower kind. This is unique in its 
~ 

kind in the village and helps the villagers in carrying 

oat the problematic affairs very smoothly. 

Kanweilo has a village constitution which was 

drawn by some educated people of the village and is 

a written one. All sorts of procedural matters, jurisdi

ctions, tenure and nembership of the village authorities 

are mentioned. The constitution was drawn in 1979 and 

is an expression of the people of the village as stated 
6 

in the Proceeding book I of the village. This 

constitution of the village has enabled the smooth 

working by providing a village COWlcil called •Gaon Desha • 

constituted of three committees. This is certainly 

unique feature of the village which is not fOund in any 

other village. 

Physical isolation of the village during the 

rainy season of the year from the outer world has created 

another interesting thing in the life of the villagers~ 

During the rainy season the whole village is_blocked 

from all sides except a muddy metalled road to 

Kamakshyanagar the nearest commercial centre. As a 

result of which the vegatables, curd, thee, milk and 

other perishable item's market is closed and the sellers 

heavily depend Upon the villagers for the disposal of 
I ' 

The constitution of the Gaon Desha has been 
given in Appendix - II. I 



each othel: to a great extent. ~ere as the landless 

people depend upon the landow~ people foJ: their daily 

bJ:ead. the lando~g~people exclusively depend upon the 

otheJ: villagers for the!% necessary and valuable help 

in performing the agricultural works. Thus the 

villagers produce the entire pl:oduction of the village 

for themselves and are paid in terms of cashand kind 

as wage. loan etc. The poor people heavily or exlusively 

depend UpOn the villagers for their sustenance upon the 

village in natural and occasional ealsmities. They live 

on the village work as well as on the village produce. 

The typical village culture of Kangeilo is 

J:epresentea in the relationship which is flourishing 

in the village. The institutions of 'Bhagachasi • • •sarya 

Bandhu• • 'Maitra• 5 and landlords- tenant relationships 

are noticed in the village. These are some peculiar 

relationships whiCh are present in the village and 

has virtually bound the villagers into a chain or 

bond of relationship with each other. This relationship 

has cut across the Clif.terence of caste. wealth and 

s. Bhaszachas1 is partnership in agriculture. 

su.r~ Bandhu is the relationship 1n 'Which one 
est ilshes a relationship of dharam-bap. 
dharam-maa or dharam-bhai. Here one accepts 
the other as his father or mother even though 
his own father is alive and so on irrespective 
of caste. 

Maitra is a much intimate relationship between 
two men and some times with their family. 
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their items. The seller has to go honse-to-house and 

to solicit buyers. In such a situation in some cases 

the villagers buy the items on the basis of noral and 

mutual relationship. This is because of the peculiar 

relationship of the landowing and landless villagers 

of Kangeilo. 

Last, but not the least of the peculiarity &f 

the village is really a peculiarity in its real sense. 

Though it may look absurd and unscientific to the 

reader, it has some truth on the villagers life, that 

is the tremendous faith on God of the villagers. The 

villagers are the Hindus. That is why, they speak of 

the 'Jianta Thakura• or the 'living God'. Some tYPical 

1noidents7 have spread in the minds of the villagers; 

They hardly tell a lie in the presence of the statue 

of LOrd Radha-Krishna or by touching the statue. The 

7~ 

,., ,., -
{_ . . ; ·.; 

\: 

In one of the theft incidents Hath Bar ik a 
berdman fetched the mil ch cow of another. 
When he was asked to swear in the name of 
village God Radhkrishana he sweared even 
though he had fetched the milk from other's 
cow. It is said that after swearing, he died 
on that very day. In another incident a man 
likewise got his house ravaged by fire by 
telling lie. Lambodhar Khuntia who put fire 
into others roof confessed his gui;.J.ty when he 
was asked to touch the statue. The villagers 
hesitate to lie only in case of the village 
interest because before the formation of the 
Gaon Desh, they have sweared in the name of . ,,. 
the God. However, they might be speaking liEf\;;;.~"<.· 
in other activities of their life. r·:·· . 

ii\' ·. 
(~ ' 't • 

.,. 
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villagers oath in the name of God keep up the village 

unity at any cost and i:arely allows them to breach the 

vUlage constitution. 'l'o them to breach the law means 

to be a traitor against the God and mankind. 

Major Caste Groups 1 

Caste covers the entire gamut of Indian social 

organization. There is hardly any aspect of Indian 

society which is not influenced by caste. There fore it 

would perhaps not be an exggeration if we say of caste 

in India what 'Kingley Davis called the "folkways in 

all societies~. 8 It has a long history. Historians• 

Indologists and other social scientists are not agreed 

on its origin. However they agree that, caste in one 

or other form is associated with Indian society. The 

relation between the caste and Indian society has been 

so long or so intimate that scholars like M.N. Srinivas9 

have wondered whether if it would be possible to visualise 

Indian society without caste. Andra Bettile10 is also of 

the opinion that the division of the village into a . -. 

a. 

10~ 

Kingsley• Davis', 1959. -rhe Nature of Human 
society• New York pp.sa. 
M';.N~ srinivas, 1962., Caste in Modern Ind~ and 
othe;-. Essax.s~ Asia pUE)!lshiiig Houser• Bo y. 
P• 3-;.· 

At. Beteille,· 1962'• Caste Class and Power~ 
California University press71 c&l!fornii; p; 48. 
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nt.m'ber of castes constitutes one of the ll'Ost fundamental 

features of its social structure. According to him in 

Hindu society caste divisions play both 1n actual social 

interactions and in the ideal scheme of values. Metd:lers 

of the different castes are upto a point expected to be

have differently and to have different values end ideals•. 

The term caste itself needs some discussLon. lt 

has been used to mean different through by different peo

ple in a variety of situations:: sometimes by caste people 

mean a small or more or less localised gro~~ at other 

times the same word is used to refer to a collection of such 

groups;. 

The English word •caste• corresponds more or less 

closely to what is locally called as 1Jati'• Besides this6 

many of the people are familiar with the concept of •varna • 

also~ NOrmally the two terms are quite different but the 

distinction is not consistently maintaiiJed; Usually. 

varna refer to the four main categories into Which the wbole 

Hindu society is traditionally divided• like Br~~ 

Kshatrya, Vaisya and Shudra. Bat on the other hand Jati is 

referred as a muCh smaller group as Srinivas says -The use 

of Jati is synonirroas with the word caste. • 11 

Definition of Caste 1 'l'o begin with some definitions of 

caste, srinivas writes that "caste is a hereditary. endoga-

11• MeNe Srinivas: Ibid~ P• 62-69; 

l 
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mons-. usually localised group having aa association with a 

a 

hereditary occupation, and particularly in the local bier-

ch f t A •. 12 ar y o cas es • Beteille also defines it as a • a 

small and named group of pe»sons, characterised by en~. 

hereditary ment>ership. and a specific st11le of life which 

some times includes pursuit by tradition of a particular 

occupation and is usually associated with a more or less 

distinct ritual status in a hierachies system••13 His 

definition is somewhat similar to that of M•N~ srinivas. 

AnOther celebrated writer LOuis 0UII¥)nt says that the caste 

system divides the whole society into a large nmnber of 

hereditary groUps~ distinguished from one another anaconne

cted together by three character 1st ics 1 separation in the 

matters of marriage and conduct and contact whether direct 

or indirect (food)t division of labour.· each group having 

been, in theory or tradition a profession from which their 

members can depart only within certain units. and tinally 

hierarchYI which ranks the groups as relatively superior 
14 

or inferior to one another. • Thus if we analyse these 

definitionsl it indicates that the caste system qives to 

Hindu society a segmentary character. 

12. Ibia• P• 63-69. 

13. A. Beteille, .Q.e• .£..!..!:.• P• 46 • 

14. l.;. DtJIOOnt, 1966, Hom Hierarchies• Paris. PP• 



"a caste group can not be considered as a self
contained whole • as a society in itself but 
only as a segmentarY"t or structural group 1n 
the entire systena 11 .l!;, 

0.25 

In terms of these definitions• we see that the en

tire population of the village Kangeilo is divided into 8 

large number of castes or locally called Jati•s. eacb having a 

certain measure of autonomy. These are I<han~ats, Gaur as 

(Milkmen); Tel is (Oilmen), Gurias (Sweet makers), sabaras• 

Bh~ries, Tanties and Kamaras. The hierarchical gradation 

of these castes is fast changing and modified~ Numerically, 

the castes in the village can graded as Khandayats, Gauras# 

Sabaras. The•.e are the three influential caste groUps which 

reside 1n the vUlage. The other caste people are less in 

number and are merged on the village polities·~ 'l'beysupport 

or oppose the three major caste groUps in case of the village 

politics but their influence is negligible·~ Before going 

into the details of the village politics, let me discuss the 

major caste groups• occupation, rituals and living style in 

the village': 

I<h.andayats a Numerically the Khandayats are the largest 

single caste in the village. The total population of the 

Khandayats in the village is 654. There are nearly eo fa

milies~ This niJ.Itt>er is more than half of the total popul.a-

15. C.F. Dumont quoted in BeteUle, ,2e~· ill~ P• 46-47'~· 
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tion of the village and three times to that of the Gauras 

aDd four times to that of the Sabaraa·. Infict the village 

1a called as a Khandayat village in the sourrounding area 

because they are th~ oldest inhabitants and much JD:)re in 

nunber 1n corapar ison to the other castes 1n the village':' 

Politically the I<handayats are the IIIC)St ~rtant 

and are in important leadership pOsition in the vUlage in 

political, cultural and other spheres~ Many decades ago, 

the village had a committee.
16 

Most of its members were 

Khandayats• Their influence in the traditional village 

cormnittee was decisive. They own nearly 4/Sth of the total 

land of the village. Almost all Khandayat famUy owns a 

piece of land: some of the I<handayat families are the big 

landlords~ Youngman from these families are well educated 

and hold government jobs with good connect ions with govern

ment officers in nearby Kamakhyanagar sub.diviaion:~ There 

are two I<handayat_ · - families whose social status is cla

imed to be high because they have large estate of land and 

their sons are educated with governnental jobs': They have 

pucca buildings and a large number of cattle beadsl' pump

sets and servants who work in their fields. The med:>era 

of these families discuss the affairs of the village and 

the 1r voices oommand respect~ 

16. The menbers of this conrnittee were the influential 
people of the village nominated by the sub-divi
sional authorit:.tes. One of them was called the 
Chairman of the school who use to grant leave to 
the school teachers. All progr amnes in the 
sdlool were recommended by him. 



The Khandayats in the village have a traditional 

•caste council' which is~ connected with the •caste asaocia

tion .. 17 of the region~ Whenevtlr there is a problem relating 

to the :Khandayats, the case is considered by this caste 

council like the marriage procedure!~ feast and othe~: inter

caste problemsl Usually the older members of this caste 

are the meubers of the caste council who decide all problems 

relating to their caste. They also decide any problem 

regarding the inter-caste marriage and any occupation adopted 

by any of their member which lowers their caste status in 

the village. Besides this'l some time the lower caste families 

bring issues to the council of the Khandayats'~ if they are 

not satisfied by their own leaders. This practice in the 

village is called HBhadra LO'Jcti pr calling the gentlemen-·. 

for sol.-ing the problem;· 

The leaders and members of this caste are respected 

by other caste people in the village. They have develOped 

leadership qualities which help in solving many difficult 

problems in the village. rt is said by other village people 

that, Durjyoc:Dlan Khuntia, Brajabandhu Khwrtia. Rruingha 

swain, Prahallad Samal, Vinod Samal, Prasanna samal have 

great skill in set~nq the disputes in the village among 

the families as well as of the village. They hav~ 

tremendous art of moblising and convincing the people in 

11• The association is called J<handayat Mahasabha 
or I<handayat Jati sabha. 



peaceful manners. In 1981 they took great pains to 

understand the dispttt,s that involved the whole village 

commWlity. They were able to bring about a fruitful 

solution which resulted in a new tyPe of political 

organisation in the village. Xt is said that since 

this initiative for the village welfa:te• DOt a single 

dispute of any kind has been taken out of the village 

and no law suit has been filed in any court. 

Gauras a 

The second major caste group in the village 

is that of the Gauras. The total nwd:>e:t of the Gaw:a 

families is 35 and the population is 225. They all live 

in big kuchha houses and have no big land estates. soroe 

of the families hold small plots of lands of one acre 

or two. Most of the Gauras live on livestock. They 

have cows and buffalows as their property. others who 

do not have anything, work as 'KOthias• 18 oJ: casual 

labourers for other castes. one of the ~rtant 
ihc.ome of 

sources ofLmost of the Gaura families is their traditional 

occUpation of herding the cattle of other people along 

with their own. This contract is made annually for which 

they are paid in kind or often in cash. 

18· KOthias are the domestic servants. 
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As far as their traditional occupation goes, 
~ 

they do cattle herding and diarying. Few of them 

have bullocks and cart but they do not have a piece of 

land to cultivate as a result of whiCh they work with 

other people as partners in agriculture those who have 

excess land. These days some Gaura young men are going 

out of the viliage to work in the nearby National 

Aluminium corporation Plant and commercial towns of 

cattaclc, Bhubaneswar, Talcher and work as daily labourers 

1n god.own5, mills etc.· The nwrber of such workers are 

few as compared to their vast population. The most 

tmportant source of their livelihood is diarying~ 

They live alongwith other caste people the village 

occupying the south end in both the lines except a few 

l<handayat, Tanti and Barber houses in between. The Gaur as 

have a ~tha Ghar a place where the God resides, in which 

they assemble for discussion on the caste rituals and 

many more problems relating to their caste. This is the 

place where they use to learn dance and art of stick

fighting which they perform every year daring the Dola days. 

This festival is in relation to LOrd Krishna, whicb 1s 

traditionally associated with their occupation. As 

compared to the Khandayats, the Gauras have little 

influence in the village political affairs. The leader 

l 



19 Jagabandhu Baril<: was educated in Chatsali and bad 
~ 

little voice in the village in those days. He was 

0~10 

basically their caste-leader performing the rituals of 

caste like settling disputes among fellow caste-men. 

marriage and securing livelihood for the old who are 

without any support. 

These are some of the factors that have hampered 

their aspiration to have a large share in the village 

affairs. Firstly. in terms of landholding. they have 

not much of land at their disposal. secondly• in matters 

of education the Gauras are backward. Thirdly• in terms 

of caste hierarchy. they come next to the Khandayats in 

the village. And lastly, perhaps it is their traditional 

relati.onsh ip with the .. cattle and stick"20,. that has 

branded them as backward and has become an obstacle. 

But, these days the Gaura families have become 

conscious of their own power and position. Some Goura 

youngmen have raised their family status in the village. 

They have improved their economic condition by earning 

money. They are now more united and are trying to be 

a single group with much physical force. They are 

19. Chatsali is the stage of pre-schooling. 

20. Since they herd cattle they usually carry a 
stick with them. 
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trying to get recognition in the village politics. 

Sabaras ' 

The third major population in tbe village is 

that of the Sabar as. They are very COIM'On 1n the state 

of Orissa and one finds them in large numbers in the 

district of Ganjam. Dhenkanal and Koraput. originally 

the sabaras are a forest tribe whose main occupation 

was hunting and food gathering·. They were wanderers in 

the forests, collecting fruits and roots fOr their day 

today life. Their habit of carrying an axe has named 

them Sabaras. 

In the part IX of the Sch~~ule to the scheduled 

castes and Scheduled Tribes lists (modification) order 1956 

relation to the state of orissa, entry 59 of the list 

relating to scheduled Tribes mentions the name of this 

tribe as "Sabara, soora savar or Sabar 11
•

21 Thus it 

appears, this tribe is called differently by people 

of different regions with slightly different names. 

Different degrees of acculturation habit of this tribe'• 

also have accounted partly for the name with regional 

variation. 

0 
~ed in B. Singha The saora Hi~hlanden-Leader-
shiJ2 and ctevel2J2ment, p.S. somaya PUblicatiOn 
Pvt. Ltd., Bomoay 1984. 



22 Elwin one of the leading authors on this tribe 
~ 

speaks of two types of sabaras. the sabaras of hills and 

the sabaras in plains. The former lives in tall trees 

and basically live on for~st produce like fruits, roots, 

honey. some of them do shifting cultivation alongwith 

terrace cultivation. But the Sabaras in the plain build 

small units with wooden walls and hay roof. Graaually. 

they have become settled cultivators with small pieces 

of land and have adopted the style of other high caste 

people. 

The sabaras in the village of Kangelio are a . 

settled tx ibe with small neat huts. They do not wander 

like their traditional ancestor who came and settled in 

the village long back. Their chief who was called the 

Dehury came to the village some 200 years back and 

settled in the village with the permission of the other 

high caste people. The men of this tribe provided their 

labour and served the village. 

One of the interesting points in this society of 

the Sabaras is thatl the female is dominant in the family. 

The female does every household work ana alsO most of the 

time works as daily labourer. Besides. the female also 

22. Ibid. 



collect many jungle produce like Sal seed. Kendu leaf and 

many other items and sell them. They also prepare mats. 

The women are the important spokesmen; not the male. The 

young Sabar woman prefers a groom who is usually ~uch 

younger and keeps her father•s title after marriage. 

Perhaps because of this reason the woman seems to be 

dominant in the family. 

The Sabaras in the village do not live in the 

same street. They live in a different· street which is 

just 250 Meters away from the main settlenent. They have 

a oomnunity hall called the Ghwnura Ghar 23 in whid.l old as 

well as the youngmen and 'lfo!Omen assemble in the evening and 

learn dance, sing and play music. They spend 100st of 

their evening time in merry making and forget the whole 

day•s hard labour. The chief of their tribe is called 

Dehury. He is the tribal chief as well as the leader and 

the spokesman. He administers the rules. regulations 

and taboos regarding their rituals, as observed in 

marriage. death, birth and other cultural festivals~ 

The sabaras are the poor people in the village 

having not a single piece of land to cultivate~ Only 

one family has got some landed property which is less 

23. It is the place where the sabaras keep their 
typical musical instrument called •Ghumura•~ 
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than ~acre. They mostly live on wages. Mlst of the 
~ 

men work as the Kothias on yearly contract basis and are 

paid in kind and rarely in cash. Their women and children 

work as labourers and earn. During festive occasions, 

they get load from the village people whiCh is paid hac~ 

gradllally. 

so far as the politics in the village was 

concerned, they are the most silent people. Bat after 

the reorganization of the traditional village· council · 

and the revival of the democratic procedure with the 

introduction or a written constitution-like today in the 

village# the young educated people felt the role as well 

as the necessity of the sabaras participation in the 

affair of the village. Gradually, their participation 

in the village council gave them a chance to expres• 

their hopes, aspirations and ideas without any fear 

or favour. soon, they became organised and exerted 

•.powerfUl force in the politics and administration 

of the village": 

Gurtas a 

Traditionally the Gurias are the people vbo 

prepare and sell many kinds of sweets. The word Guria. 

has come from the Oriya word 1Q.ura• whicb meana M:>lases. 

They are the fourth largest caste group in the Village 



having a population of 57 with 6 households. They 

also prepare Chura,~Murhi and other rice products. 

This waw their exclusive occupation in old days. 
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In the village almost all the Guria families are 

still in possession of their traditional occupation. 

They sell their products in the village as well as 

in the nearby weekly markets called the Hats. 

Very few family of the Gur ias have land which 

roughly amounts to less than 2 acres for the whole 

population. One of the Guria families has a readymade 

garment shop. They are staying in the same village with the 

Khandyat Households in between in the main village 

settlement. NOt a single Gw: ia family member has 

passed 7th class. but the older people know to sign 

their names. Patei Sahu is their caste lader who is 

respected by the village people because he is one of 

the oldest surviving members of the village community 

with knowledge of land settlement and his art of 

meSIQerism. 

Politically. the Gurias had no say in the 

village affair. Their leader Patel sahu was an 

~ortant member in the village whose voice was 

heard with respect in the old cx:>uncil. But in the 

new reviwed councill they do not seem to take much 

interest in the village affair. They are the people 

with mild nature and are busy always in attending 
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the markets and selling their products • 
.. 

Telis 1 

The Telis or the oilmen are the 5th largest 

caste group in the village with 4 households and total 

population of 58. They are staying in the main sattle

ment of the village with other caste people. Their tradi

tional occupation was pressing the oU seeds. Ba.t it 

is interesting that none of the Teli families has any 

oilmill in the village. The Telis have good landed 

property. They have much property in comparison to other 

lower caste people than the ~andyats. Besides this, 

alnost every Teli family is busy in business of small 

kinds in cash crop and oil seeds. They are knmwn :l.n 

the village for their hardwork and greedyness and are 

called the Mahajans or the business caste. 

Their economic condition is quite good and 

status in the village is high. The young men of the 

Teli family are educated. Two of the Teli youngmen 

have received college education and 4 of them have 

passed matriculation. All elder members of the Telis 

know signatures and the basic knowledge of counting~ etc. 

Two families have two Grocery shops in the village• 

l 
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Their influence in the village affairs is 

recognizable. They are known for their honesty and as 

right people in the village. so some of the elder 

members are in many official posts of the village. such as 

Cashiers. They are very influential in the village because 

they provide loan to the poor people. For their politics'• 

they either support or oppose a cause according to their 

own interest. But as a caste~ they do not have much 

influence~· 

The Talis have a caste Panchayat in the village 

Which is otherwise related to the wider caste Panchayat~ 

This caste is quite prominent in the state of Orissa and 

their influence in the politics of the state counts to 

a great extent as F.G. Baily24 narrates in his 11politics 

and social dhange• in which he speaks of the All Orissa 

Oilmen Vaishyas ASsociation"; 

Bhandaris a 

The Bhandaris or the Barbers constitute tvo 

families in the village with a population of 35e Barbers 

have little land to cultivate or earn their livelihood. 

They live on their traditional occupation by serving 

24. For details see F.G. Baily. (1963). The PQlitics 
And social Change: oriss§• Berkely university Press, 
Cal ifurnia·. 



the villagers in birth-. death, marriage and in many 
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other festive occasion~. A tew members of their family are 

working as daily wagers in cuttack, NALCO nagar and other 

industrial town who send money to their families. Otherwise 

majority of their people live on traditional occupation. 

They have aistr ibutea. the whole village population into 

groups as to who will serve whom. They are paid yearly 

for their service. in kind, but in festive and other 

occasions they are paid in cash. 

Their economic condition is not that baa.. 

Their influence in the village is not recognizable because 

their number is less. But they regularly participate in 

the deliberations of village affairs and take part in the 

discussion. They support any caste they reel beneficial 

±:or them. some time they appeal to the Village.ra for 

better payment. They have strong caste Panchayat in 

the sorcounding area. 

Besides other caste groups'• there are two caste 

groups with small population in the village that of the 

Tanti (weaver) and the Kamar or Blacksmith. The weavers 

have two families with two households and 14 members and 

the Blacksmith with one household and 8 members. They 

all are the servants of the all village people who serve 

the villagers as per their traditional occupation. 
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Kama~L§l!q:. 'l;~~i.:f!S_ The Kamar family has a piece of land 

called the Kamarhata whit;h was prcwided to the Kamar by the 

villagers during the first land. settlement in the village. 

They live by doing all kinds of works that ca ters to the 

needs of the village. They also supply different 

instruments used in agriculture by the cultiva~ors and 

fulfil their needs. They are paid on pe~anent contract 

basis. Since this is a single family in the village they 

have hardly any voice in the village affairs. They either 

support or oppose the policy decision of the village irrespective 

of any fear or favour as they like. But in most of the 

vital cases, they have remained neutral and have not supported 

any caste group. When asked, one of them said that, "I am 

the servant of the whole village; villagers have kindly 

allowed me to serve them. All are my masters, which people 

should I support and why?'•. 

The weavers are traditionally engaged 

in weaving clothes and supplying them to the villagers. But 

now a days due to the availability of textile products, 

people of the village do not rely upon them. So their 

occupation has come to an end. But these two families are 

working as daily wagers in the village and reared some goats, 

supplied to them by the SBI Branch. Occasionally they 

prepare 'NATHA' and 1CHADARi
5 

on demand. Now they have 

25. These are handwoven clothes. 
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revived their occupation being financed by the BloCk authorities. 

The!r economic condition is improving 

gradually. Since they are numerically very negligible, their 

voice do not carry much command. Like other small caste 

groups, they either support or oppose any issue in the village 

as they like. 

However, the whole relationship of service 

of one caste to other bc.sed on grain payment is What ~cott 

calls 'Patron-Client' relationship. The patron-client 

relationship map be defined as a special case of dynamic ties 

(two persons or more) involving in a largely instrumental 

friendship in which an individual of higher econanic status 

(Patron) uses his own influence and resources to provide 

protection or benefit or both for ~ person of lower status 

for his past reciprocates by offering general support and 

assistance including personal services to the patron. 26 Let 

us see this whole relationship that exists among the castes 
-

in the village·. 

Intercaste relations 

The informal social organization of the 

villages are usually loosely structured. But inspite of the 

26. James c. Scott (1966) ... Patron-Client Politics and Political 
change in south East Asia• in American Political Science 
Review", p.66 (91-115). 
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looseness of its structare, it ftmctions quite efficiently. 

Arensberg and Niekof£27 wtiile discussing the human social 

relation, state that there are atleast three major institutions 

through which men everywhere organize their social relationships, 

though there are varying degrees one emphasises on these 

three institutions in accordance with the level of technological 

advancement of a given culture. These three institutions are 

based on the principle of 

( i) kinship, 

( ii) common geographical boundaries 

(iii) special interest grOLtps 

OUr discussion of Orissa social organization and relationShip 

will be discussed in terms of these three relationships. 

Firstly, the principle of caste and kinship is 

the general basis of social organization in almost all 

developing societies. On the contrary, the more developed 

societies have the weakest kinship relationShip since there 

is no caste system in any form as in India. Likewise the Orissa 

villages, being in the developing state of India with daninant 

27'. Quoted in S.M •. Hafeez Zidi, (1970). The Villafe culture 
in Transitions A Study of East Pakistan Rura Socletl• 
East West Centre Press Pb. Honoiuiu. p.&o 



agricultural dependencya pave strong kinship and casta 

affiliations as the primary basis of socio 4 cultural 

relationships., Kinship grC".lpings, both in teJ:ms of spatial 

proximity and in terms of emotional closenesse bind closely 

related families or fellow caste groups in the village into 

an integrated primary group, who stand together through 

thick and thino They help each other in quarrels and disputes 

with other village families and castemen or with the outsiderso 

They are the first in ceremonies and other important occasionso 

The larger the caste the stronger its leaders in the village 

power structureo They are often in the same side of the village 

factiono Each member of the caste group is very much a'I.·TarG 

of his and caste: s joint responsibilities ta-aards relatives, 

Thus the pattern of right and responsibilities and the 

signi.f;l.cance of each member of the caste are otrong .Zorcco 

in the village~ 

The uecond basis for tha Dociel organ.:.z~",;;:.on 

:t.n the v1llage is ~~he contiguity in the locat;i.on of tho 

number of f~~ilies and caste people within a geographiC&l 

boundaries~ It is a canmunity of people t1ho live together 

for m&ny generationsc Contiguouc living ~ithin thz geogrcphicul 

location haE gi vcn rise to d if feren·i: DOC:l.£.1 relo.tion;.;hipn 

CJ.-nong the villagers., 



"F.G. Baily in hio study of Bisipara writes 

that the four fields of aGtivity - the names, occupation, 

residence and customary distinctions - are an everyday 

reminder of difference, but they are not the fundamental 

source of segregation: this is kinship. A man is born into 

a caste •••••••• A caste is a group of actual or potential 

kinsmen". He further adds that'1A man has a place in two 

systems. He belongs to his own caste, whidh is a kinship 

system extending to other villagers besides his own; secondly 3 

he has relationship with the people of other castes, mainly 

in his own village; and these can not be the ties of 

kinship". 28 

Another type of relation is that in eadh 

village, there are certain families with landed properties 

and other poor families with little or no land. These poor 

families depend for their sustenance on casual labour on the 

land of other families or on more pennanent jobs in cr 

outside the village. The two classes of people depend on 

each other's help. Thus there exists the relationship of 

the employer and the employee and the rich and the poor. 

In both capacities, the families have a peDmanent relationship of 

mutual trust and dependence in times of need. The poor 

families get help from their more prosperous neighbours in 

28. F.G. Bai~ - Op.Cit, p.l23 

1 



time of need; the richer fiamilies employ the services of the 

poor or even borrow their services in times of festive or 

sad occasions. 29 Thus, inter-dependence relationship may be 

conceived of one type of relationship, whidh though loose, is quite 

important. This system has some relevance to the Jajmani 

system about which D. Thorner (1962), Wiser (1936), Dumont 

(1966), Olper and Singh (1948), Gough (1960), Orenstin (1962), 

Pocock (1962) etc. have written a lot. 

There is other pattern of social relationship 

that is between the less informed or informed villagers. In 

most of the villagers, there are people who have contacts with 

the town and outside world. The sChool teachers, the village 

Gram Sevalk in the Bank Officers are the better informed than 

the farmers in the village. These people have better sources 

of information regarding the village. And by virtue of their better 

information and socio-political contact they weild certain 

influence in the village and establish an interesting relationship 

in the village. 

As we saw, a person in a multi-caste village 

with neighbours of their own castes who participate with them 

---~--····~--------------

29. S.M. Hafeez ZiC!i, Op.Cit. p.61. 



is bound to develop social relationships'• In societies where 

economic interaction, comm~rcial relations and ritual 

observations happen to be influenced by the unequally ascribed 

status of the caste, inter-relations among members 

different castes depict a marked degree. Leach has given 

thought to the problem and concentrated attention on • the 

really crucial fact that caste is a system in inter

relationships and that every caste in a caste system has its 

special privileges.• 30 • 

Thus, let us describe the inter-caste relations 

in terms of the above discussion and traditional hierarchy, 

economic interdependence, common geographical boundary and 

in terms of respective roles of various castes play in 

rituals in the v illage of Kangeilo. 

Kangeilo represents an unique and special 

characteristic for the intercaste relationship. It hardly 

provides sufficient scope for the Varna Model to operate in 

its relationship. Tilere is no Brahmin settlement, the 

Khandayats are the important group and the rest of the 

castes can be said to belong to the lowest varna. It seems 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

30. Quoted in B.R. Chauhan, (1967), A Rajasthan Villase. 
Vir Publication House, New Delhi, p.16. 
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that the absence of the Brahmins in the village has resulted 

in the Khandayats occupying the high status. The Gauras come 

next and the Gurias, Telis and Barbers followed by the weavers. 

The Sabaras being a tribe come at the lowest rung of the 

village caste hierarchy. There is hardly any traditional 

caste hierarchy relationship among the people in the village. 

What is most important is the socio-economic relationship and 

the respective roles which the castes Play. 

Other castes of the village are dependent socially 

and economically upon the Kh~dayats. The relationship with 

each other can be categorized on the basis of master-servant, 

creditor-debtor, employer-employee, ~stamer-seller, giver

receiver of ritual services, supplier-conswmer relationships, 

etc. Some of these relationships have legal and quasi-legal 

sanctions. But in practice these are regulated and run by the 

traditional norms, usages, values, custans and, to a great exeent, 

on moral grounds. 

In the master-servant relationship, the whole 

population of the village are divided into two classes, that is 

the land-owning rich people and the poor with little or no 

land. On this basis, the rid1 in the village are the Khandayats 

and to some extent the Telis, who employ the Sab.aras in 

their agricultural fields. They employ the Sabaras on 

permanent basis as servants on Contract and their wanen on 
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daily wage basis in harvesting seasons. The Sabaras almost 

supply the manpower need~ by them. The women of the Sahara 

come to the house of the masters and perform other household 

works like cleaning cow-dung, fetching water from the well and 

other works like husking. etc. The male servants are 

called 'Halya• and the females called 'Halyani'. The male as 

well as the females get cooked food at their master's residence 

while working. The master in local term is called the 1 Saukar•. 

The saukar gives concessions to the worker on festive days. 

The servant get some amount of paddy, and cloth in certain 

ceremonies which is extra and in addition to this wage in t~e 

of needs. Thus the two classes of people while working under 

the social system are bound together into enduring relationship 

instead of their wide separation in the caste hierarchy. 

The service of Sabara 'Halya• or the agricultural 

labourer can be called as contractual service to differentiate 

it from domestic service. In the village Kangeilo the nwnber 

of this type of servan·ts is more than domestic servants. 

Children and l-Tomen are usually employed as domestic servants. 

Whereas men are employed as agricultural labourers. There are 

57 cases of contractual labourers and 40 cases of domestic 

se.rvants in the village. In most of the cases the servants 

make contract to the rich landowner for one or more than one 

year. The contracts are not executed in written fo~ but in 

verbally compromise with one or more two villagers as witness. 
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In some cases the Halyas are usually given a piece of land of his 

own choice in \'ihich he raises crops and harvests as his 

extra incomeo The piece of land which is givan to him and 

leased for the said period is called :Halya bhuin=o This 

is provided to attract the gOOd labourers and to give them 

ample opportunity to make him feel that they aro not the 

servant of the family rather a member of the smployers= familyo 

usually, the payment to the servant is recorded 

by the m ster not by the Halyao The advances on festive 

occasions are made to the guardian of the family of the Halyae 

Their wanen collect the payments from the house of the 

Saukaro In case of advance payments no interest is d1arged 

unless the Halya breaks the contracto 

The number of contractual service of different 

cases are 57 as in the year 1984-85 with 40 cases of servant

shipso The number is relatively small ~!th rosp~at to tha 

landless familhs in the village, of them ~9 came £;;:-c;n t.he 

Savaras.: 3 frc:n G . .:1uras, 2 frc:n Tantis and the next belongo 

to the Harijans of the nearby village3l. There are a nL~bar 

of masters ~rhich ranges upto too from the Khandaya:ts~. G f.r.o.:n 

Telis and one frc~ the Gauraso These masters are the siz~able 

landcn-mers of the village., Thus; \<'3 feal there ~.s t.. net,·Tork 

~-~---'----;- ... --- --~-~----~----~----=-----_._. __ 
31 o Loan Record, State Dank of India, Kamakshyanagar 



of economic relationship which overflows the caste barrier 

and develops into an intense social relationshipo 

The relationship between the Saukar and the 

Halyas is most of the time intimate and some times 

conflicting. In conflicting relations the only bond \1hich 

brings the servant into duty is the advance he draws before 

appointment., This forges the master and the servant into 

provider and providee relationship but this in turn 

liquidates the sentimental attachment to each other. The 

servants are always at the cormnand of 'their masters. So:ne 

times the criticism is the potent force to keep the servant 

at work in conflicting relationshipo The unrest and interChange 

of hot temperaments betTrJeen the abusive master and obstinat~ 

servant are the constant sources of bitterness among therno 

The master in some instances dismisses the servants a.~ing to 

bad conduct, misbehaviour and une:xcusable mistakes.., In case 

of such problems 1:1hich beccmes impossible on both the parts 

of the Sau.-.-.ar and the servant, either of them ta!te the case 

before the village council and the decision of the council 

is binding on both" Cc.-npro:nise on verbal assurancs .i!l cc:nmon,: 

The other type of interesting intercaute 

relationship which exists in the social system of the villa~c 

is the landowner~tenant relationship or called Bhaga· ChasJ. 

relati~!Ship in the villageu This relationship also cuts 
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across caste barriers in its function in the village. The 

tenants are the main compohents of the absentee landowners. 

The system prevalent in the village is a system in which 

the richlandowner and the landless people (or in some 

cases people with less land) enter into a verbal agreement 

to cultivate the surplus or excess land of the landowner,. 

which the landowner cannot cultivate due
10

a number of reaspns. 
" 

In suCh an agreement the land owner gets the share of land 

and the tenants towards the expense of their manpower and 

other resources. The land owner's land and the resources 

of the tenant are applied to that land. In such cases, the 

tenants work in the land as their own land ~ try to bring 

out maximum output so that their share will be as good as 

they expect. 

, This sort of relationship c~nnot be regarded 

as a landowner-tenant relationship in the strict sense of the 

term, because here the rela ti. on ship between the owner and 

the cultivator is the relationship of the partners in the 

cultivation. The tenants in the Bhaga Chasi system are 

treated as friends or partners who usually get social and 

economic help from the owner and are given the status of a 

good friend. Even exchange of goodWill, presentations and 

many valuable help are marked in their relationship. They 

even exchange cake, rice, vegetables in festive or sad 



occasions. There are instances ale:o in which the poor Savar 

who belong to the Scheduled ;tribe prepares cakes, food or 

t:uys them £rem the touchable hanes and sends to the house 

of the owner. The owner and tenants respect eadl others• 

status as partners irrespective of their higher or lower 

status in the hierarchy of caste or status in the society. 

The owner as well as the tenant in the local tenninology are 

called Bhaguaris. Eventhough the Bhaguari belongs to a lower 

caste of Harijan, is equally respected with due respect like 

a family guest. 

The number of Bhagachasi relationship in the 

village is around 63 in which 126 families are tied in a 

relationship. This relationship has de-geloped because of many 

.reasons. In some cases, the rich landowner use to allot 

some portion of his land to the other man because he feels 

that he cannot properly cultivate the land which is beyond 

his resources. In other cases same landowners allot their 

distant land to the nearby people because of the inconvenience 

of distance. To put the case in other way suppose X has sane 

land in a village whidl is sane 10 km away fran his village and 

X feels that he cannot cultivate that land·. So he allots that 

land to Y who has the manpower but no land as a result of which 

Y cultivates that land and gets his share and the relationship 

of Bhagachasi is thus established. This type of relationship 

is quite common in the village of Kangeilo. In all these 

126 families involved in sudh a relationship Shows some 

uneven combinations of castes whidh cuts the social hierarchy. 



In some cases the Khandayats..·-Gaura, Khandayat.-.Savara "' ,one 

case only), Khandayat-Tanti (one cassD, Teli-Guriac Teli~Gaura# 

Teli-Bhandari, Khandayat.-.Bhandari and 2 cases of I<handayat.. 

Harijan have entered into such relationshipso In all these 

cases we have observed that the tenent has rendered many 

valuable voluntary services to the landadnerso 

One of the advanta§eS of suCh a system is that 

in case of the servants or Halyas they need constant super~ 

vision, directions and watching while they are at worJco But 

the Bhaguaris do not need such type of vigilance except in 

the harvestilg dayso Usually the system is that unless the 

~and o~mer comes into the field personally and supervises the 

harvesting, the har,;est would not take placeo The Bhaguaris 

are known for their trusto Only conflicting relationship 

prevails when the tenants try to deceive the landowners 

from the actual share of the lando'mler or try to extract much 

which they do not deservee There are very rare cases of 

such lcind., During 19 85-86 only one such case l·Jas reported 

in ~hich the tenant was trying to hide saDe crop~ and ~as 

caught later one 

The othe:r: kind. of relationsh.tp is tile cred:'';~;or·· 

debtor relationship noticed in the villagGc This relationship 

brings many persons as well as families under obligation 



to one another across casteo The loan made in this relationship 

is of t\!l'o kinr1s, the governmental loans and the private loanao 

•rhe governmental loan is made in terms of money while private 

loan is made in terms of grains, rice and money alsoc The 

interest laid on the governmental loans are of medium range 

while in the private loan it is too higho The private loan 

is made by the rich landowner to the poor in the villageo Since 

the Khandayats are the rich land owners in the villagec they 

are the sole providers of all kinds of small loans for short 

terms on high interest to the other castes people in the villagen 

In some cases they also provide loans to their villagers to 

the Sabaras, Gauras, Gurias and other poor peopleo The loan 

is made during the months of March to July in vast amounts 

because most of the Oriya· festivals are celebrated during this 

period. Besides, these are the dry seasons during whiG& the 

workers specially the daily wage earners do not get scope 

for work due to off time for agricultureo The loans \,rhich 

are advanced mostly in terms of grains are advanced by the 

Khandayats to other caste people on the condition that they 

will work in the field in rainy seasono In such lo~s no 

interest is paid or levied., A.s a result of this~ the Khandayats 

get the advantage of the lando~-mers in a 1~. ttle lesr: price 

than the ratec In Rainy season also they get the manp~1er 

easilyo 

On the other hand, the governmental loans are 

raised from the nearby Gramya Bank, State Bank of India, 

Cooperative Bank and LryBo To avail such loans the illiterate 



people without any knowledge of the procedure# terms and 

banking co~"ldi tions, seek the help of the educated people 
~ 

\"lhO have contacto Besides this. the most important thing 

is that all banks need a guaranteer before advancing any 

loan. So the educated people and the rich people of the 

village act as the mediator as well as guaranteers against 

the loans provided to the loanee and thus they entered into 

a type of relationship which is based on mutual trust, 

belief and helpo Twentynine loans for wells, 6 for Jersy 

Cow, one for fishing pond, 10 for buying bullock cart, 

3 for grocery shop and one for cycle repairing shop were 

advanced curing the period of 1984-86 to the villages31 
o In 

such a system of mutual help nearly 100 families are ,.,ell 

knit into a kind of relationship \'lhich is most convenient for 

a healthy social relationship and interactiono In all 

these cases the bank officer, 6 teachers, 3 clerks and sane 

brokers and agents have played prominent roleo These people 

are the informers to the villagers to avail the kind of schene 

and loans as provided by the bankso 

The lending of grains is the most co~on kind 

of ].oan frc.n private sa..1rces in the villageo ';l.fhile providing 

such loans to the villagers, the rich Khandayats hardly 

look into the past record, capacity and capability of the 

..:t ~---------·-----' ........ - .... ___ _............_ ______ ~~· ·----- .• 

3lo Loan Record, State Bank of India, Kamakshyanagar 
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loanee which on the other hand is a prior requisite and basic 
~ 

condition for the other villagers. T~ey charge minor interest 

rate for villagers and in case of scarcity, the villagers 

are provided lean on first priority as compared to people of 

other villages. 

Thus the economic dependency of the poor on 

the rich in the day-to-day life of the village has resulted 

in a cordial relationship. The debtor obliges the creditor 

on moral grounds that Saukar or Mahajan has helped him in 

distress or need and this is remembered for life. Once we 

noticea an interesting incident in which a Saaar was praying for 

loan to a Khandayat rich man for his daugher• s marriage in 

the following words that, 'Saukar1 My forefathers have met 

their life and death in this village. They have come to your 

door in time of need, sorrows and happiness. It was you 

and your family who have saved and will be saving me. I was born in 

this village and shall' die in this village. Is not my 

daughter · your daughter? Lend me, if not you, then, who 

else will save my daughter's life and where shall I go"? 32 

This shows the sort of. relationship which the people in the 
village have cherished since time ~emorial. 

Another type of relationshi? which prevails in 

the village is that of the customer-supplier relationship. 

32. One of the villagers remarks. 



There are the Wr.:!avers, Barbai:s, Smiths and Gurias in the 

village.. They are still traditionally associated with their 

occupation ancl this has been a source of their livelihoodo 

The smith sharpens an8 fits up the plough of the farmers and 

supplies other agricultural instruments anc is paid an~1uallyo 

He sells plough and other iron instruments needed by the 

village farmers .. Similarly the Gauras sell milk~ Chease, 
I 

Ghee and other diary products in the villa']eo The Gurias 

prepare. sweets,cakes and rice products ~1idh they sell in 

the village and other neighbouring villageso The Savar 

women sell their forest collections like mats, leaV&S and 

fire wood., People from different castes who are tr<;Ki i tio."lally 

associated with their occupations produce many items and 

look toHards the village as their potential market.., Sinc<i! 

the viJ.lage is a big one "lith multi caste people vr ith 

multiple needs, it prov ines a good custc:ner marJcet to the.n., 

They )et mostly in terms of grain and cash for their services 

and produces \Jhich they sell., The villagers are thus "'iv ided 

into two broad groups, one as the suppliers and the other 

as lhe custc.ners,. This supplier--customer relationsi1ip in 

'the long run has forged thA diffec~;mt castes into an exchange-

social relationship anJ obliged each other., 



THE VILLAGE a Inter~~=pendanee of the three major _castes 

• Let us see in detail the inter dependance of 

the three major castes, the Khandayats, Gauras and the 

Sabaraso Since Kangeilo is an agricultural village the 

inter-dependance of the three castes becomes intense due 

to the uneven distribution of land, geography and many other 

reason so 

To start with, the SABAR-KHANDAYAT relationship 

is a dependency of the Khandayats on the labour of the Sabars 

and the Sabars for their employmente In the labour employment 

Ck ~ncli.Hu-rd l:\Lh vrttes-1 the Savars, and their \"tomen: 

play a very important roleo The demand for labour fluctuates 

frun one month to the other and agricultural seasono At 

Kangeilo, the demand reaches to the maximum during ploughing6 

clearing the sugarcane and harvestingu Most labour is 

demanded during the Rainy season for the cultivation~ cleaning 

and cropping the paddy plants.. The fluctuations in the 

demand for labour helps $:n forging of the interupersonal ti::;,;.s 

and liquidating the caste barrieru The duration of 

transplanting and harvesting of paddy is quite short .. 1\s a 

result, the farmers are in a hurry at such operations in 

which more hanCs are required., So the crucial factor is both 

the time and labour.. At these operations almost all the 

available labour forces of the village are engaged in the 

fieldn If the!-e is no su:)ply of labour, the crops \"till be 

destroyedo The Sabarmen and women equally contribute their 



labouro Although the total labour force sanstitu~es of 

he~ogene.ous caste groups, the majority of t-rhich are the 

Sabars. 
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~hC!-ndayat...Gauras The Gauras, or the Herdsmen,. are the second 

largest caste group in the Villageo There traditional 

occupation is cattle herding and diaryingo They also herd 

cattle of other caste people especially the Khandayats, Telis ann 

some few heads of the Sabaraso They sell their diary 

products and cowdung, compost to the villagerso Village 

is their most important market to sell their ~roductso 

In return,. they get mon~,. grains and straw for repairing 

their thatched roof s, from the fannerso This short of 

dspendancy bec~es most acute during the Rainy seaso~: b3Cause 

in the Rainy season the vi lage rG~ains isolated fr.cn ~1s 

outer world of semi-urban areas and the way to t-.'eekly mar!~ets 

becomes blockedo The village is situated in such a position 

that it becancs difficult on their part to go in search of 

other market., ~fuen the river get filled t·J:i.th ra~.n \"1at3r" it 

bGcomes impossible for the Gaur a "'romen to reach the main roade 

As a result of this problem~ the Gauras turn to the village 

as their only mar:,eto The only ccmnunication to tha daily &a 

\"Tell as "''eakly market is a distance of 20 K:,H .. of 'l:rhich has 

to be covered in foot; as a result~ the Gaura ~anen are to 

sa:ne extent canpellad to sell their products in the v illag·ao 



The other problem which the Gauras face in the 

village in Rainy season is the maintenance of the cattleo 

usually, most of their cows became mil: .ch in this season 

and their diary products became more. But on the other 

hand, it became difficult on their part to maintain the mil~h 

c~~s or buffalordS due to the nonavailability ana shortage of 

grazing land~ Almost all the fertile and not so fertile 

land come under cultivation during this season and are 

closed from all sides with erection of fencaso 

Thus, the Gauras in the Village became more 

and more dependant on the Khandayat:s for their econa:ni.C 

sust~nancec Even a number of instances are the~o that the 

Gaura women sell their diary products at much loss pric~s to 

the villagers ant" go frcm house-te>·house. They even 3XChange 

their products against any 1cind of vegetables.- Z.loong# w-ood, 

chilly and :Sag:., There econc:nic .system becc:nes a barter 

system in \~rhich they exchange their product in exchange of 

any thing, since all their products are perishable oneso 

Though the Gauras have ~n dependant upon the 

Khandayats# the nature of their dependanC3 is of a different 

kind from that of the Sabras"- "Deftneus '~·ith the 1ath3.~ 

together \'lith a carefree life and outlook \1hich wight to 

an c:i:tent be a legacx of tradj.tionally nomadic oocnpe tion 
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have rendered them difficult33 to control or dominate. 

Only in recent years, w~th the reorganization and the 

democratization of the political process in the village they 

have began to weild influence in their politics whidh is 

somewhat with their strength in other respect. 

§au):"~~!-~~,:~1 The Sabaras are considered as the low status 

group in the village. They are a tribe included in the 

Schedule$ of the constitution. They have nothing special 

as far as their traditional occupation goes and they 

exclusively live upo~ their labour which they sell in the 

village. Only the wanen-folk depend on .the village market 

for the mats, JunglE: seeds and other Jungle collections. 

Ninety.wrcent of the Sa};)aras work in the field of other 

caste people as agricultural labour. So far as the relationship 

of the Sabar and G,"'\ura is conc;erned, the (32ura~ herd sane 

few cattle-heads of the Sauaras. The Sabaras .in re~rn pay 

them i.n tenms of kind like egg, hen, juhgle collections and 

mats et~. Gauras also sell their diary products to the 

Sabaras and. in return get wood, vegetable, mat and most of 

the time fruits like Mango, jackfruit, baiana, pumpkin etc. 

.• ' ... .., ......... --· .- .... ~ .. 
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The Sabaras have domestic animals like goat, hen, ann dudk 

which t:h:':!y sell and sometime pay in cash to the Gauras • .. 

The relationships based on c 1 occupational dependency 

and payment in terms of grain is called Jajmani system. 

This system in course of time has res~lted in a relationship 

of many kinds & occupational people into a common bond. The 

advantages of such a relationship are the unity, mutual help, 

cooperation. However, the other side of this patron-client 

relationship as emphasized by man writers34 has exploitation 

in which the patron exploits the client inhumanly. But from 

our observation of the village, it is seen that the political 

system organised after the evolution of the traditional 

village council is such that it hardly leaves any scope for 

exploitation. The patrons who have exploited the service 

of the client without the payment of grain have been brought 

to the council and in all these cases the client has been 

paid as desired. In other cases where the client in turn has 

cheated the patron by taking advance grain payment and later 

on has not rendered services has been asked either to serve 

or to return the amount received. 

Such a situation which exists in the village35 thus, hardly 

leaves any scope of exploitations. 

ll ~k;-) Q ~S"9) 
For detailo see Orenstein, Bedielmanl\and Row&e l\9.60 J 
To cite out one example. Barber Tupusi Barik was denied payment 
by one of his patrons. Tupusi complained the matter in the 
council. \vhich directed the patron and he was aid his due, 

There a re another 9 cases of such kind decideE by the 
council till the end of 1986. 
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Thus,the multiple relationships and obligations 

of the poor to the rich and the rich to the poor, one 

caste to the other in the village, reveals the inter-dependence. 

However, the relationships are the central force round 

which the villagers ha'Ve weavei\ a network of hopes and 

aspirations. They have forgotten the dismal past and became 

friendly. Although all the relationships of the caste and 

the communities in the village are typical of the village, 

their relationship may or may not end in happinesS'• Any way, 

there are the ties of living together of the unequals in 

the village. This relationship which is very much typical 

has a great bearing in the political system of the village 

and the aspect of bearing on the village life is being dealt 

in the ne~t Chapter. 



CHAPTER - III 

THE VILLAGEI POLITICAL STRU::TURE 

Introductiona A prominent characteristic feature of the 

ancient political bodies in India is that they were not 

unifo~ly composed and constituted. The principle of association 

was not always the same. On closer analysis, it was found 

that there were two types of political fo~ationsa 

(a) Territorial& Where the principle of association was that 

of neighbourhood the bond of physical connection pranoting 

associated life among the members of the village, 

(b) CaDmUnal, where group formation is not detetmined by 

physical but moral or economic factors. It is not the relation 

to the place but the canmunity, its interests and inter

dependence that leads to the groupings on the basis of which 

the fundamental administrative unit was orqaniaed. Thus the 

villages developed their fundamental unit of aaninistrative 

system organised on the basis of group activities in the 

villa93. 

A common feature of the Indian village 

community is the village Panchayat'. This is popularly known 

as 'Gaon Desha• in KANGEILO. The Gaon Deah is the COWlcil 

of elders which decides the disputes between the villaqers 



end diocuoo mat-ters of cc..r'"~.ilon in torosto Th!u 1.0 tha moot 
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important organ of the v illc.gra go"arnment md io !).:!.So!ng 

through m£Dy evolutionary Dtagco('> Sene t;Choluc crguo '.:he/~ 

tho pacul!~ <:.'Volution~ of Indian cocioty a::t tll3 b&t~!O o:l 

ccatG end rub .. casto hos s&dG it !Gpossiblo :lor t:ny ~j.6.~Z«" 

oxtra cmste political bodiO!J to thrive 1.n ~lG villagQo 
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V~dic period t:JhQQ the ald0rs of the v!lle.gG asocnblod to 

d!ocuos end dCDlioorato over the quostion Of pubLI.c !ntor~st.., 

Ths laodor of ~1s villcgs uos ~lod car~.nc ~ho ~cu holding 

mcetingu in S.3.bha Hnlls £Jnd placos of· ontortOinbnt, t&lkc 

c.nd dmbcr.tcf!o The \fiJ.lcgaro used ~o gather and discuss 

matters of public i=teresto Subsequently the cG~aa Oeuh= 

loot its importance due to fighting b0tt1esn the castov fo:c 

supre:nacy·o 1\s a result of t1'hich the v!l;t.&ga odn:tn~.strat::.on 

Clmt3 u..Ttder th~ r.u.:t:s of central 6.Uthori~y for th~ l:;!.:·:T·;:; ·;;!.ln 

cncionta medi3val and modern p~rictiu o:l: Indian histocyo 



Dr'. Majumdar and Mr. Altekar have pointed out that the 

village council discharges almost all the functions of the 
• 

government'. 'It worked after the village defence, settled 

disputes, organised works of public utility, acted as a 

trustee of the minors and collected the revenues and paid 

to the central treasury• .1 

However, in 'India, the presence ofthese 

independent bodies in the villages made it possible for the 

rise of democracy. The well-knit and organised village 

cQ'Om\lnities, have their bodies like the village aw.ncil 

which decides the policies of the village. Before the 

arrival of democracy in the village, the Share in the authority 

of the village was determined by Qle 1 s social and eccaanic 

position~ The political structure of the village community 

was autocratic in which the political participation was 

confined to the landlords in one• s poai tion and status in the 

society'~ The people • s voice had· no place in 1 t'. The 

decisional activities in the villages were person..Oriented 

rather than problan oriented and the relationship was what 

Scott Calls •Patron-Client• relationship. 

But after independence the political set 

up of rural corununitY underwent a complete change•~ With the 

1. Quoted in A.E. Punit ( ) Social Syst!!!!! in Rural India -PP..llO 



implementation of democratic procedures, constituting 
I> 

political authority, a principle of majority rule was intrOduced 

which was unconnected with the econanic and social position. 

Sudh a procedure is operated in a society in which, in actual 

practice, not the individual but the group to tlbich he 

belonged constituted the basic unit. Thus instead of 

individuals constituting the basic unit, majority minority 

group under its impact, the existing social groups like 

caste developed and assimilated political functions and their 

other functions for their politics. The majority minority 

meChanism on the basis of caste dictated the politics and 

became the vehicle of social group pol! tics. 

After independence, the Indian coneti tu tion 

prOYided for a democratic republic whidh aims at securing 

justice-social economic and political alongwith equality, 

fraternity and liberty. The introduction of adult 11Uffra9e gave 

equal opportunity to all the people to partid.pate in 'the 

formation of government without any distinction of caste, 

colour, sex and religion. Thus the introduction of domestic 

procedures and institutions induced rapid changes in the 



village communities. Myron Weiner2 lists five aaj or areas of 
• 

govemmental actions Which heve produced profound socio

economic changes in India. They are, universal adult aaffrage 

integrated system of· local gavernment, elllphaaia on education 

and land-aystem of local government, emphasia on education and 

land-refo~s and economic plannings. 

Same of these interesting studies on rural 

India which have examined the interaction between traditional 

scx:iety and newly introduced democratic principles and 

change in economic system are the following# Sivertsen ( 1963) 

on changes in the system, Beteille (1963) on the growing 

autcncxay of caste, political and to sane extent economic 

~ate. from a aubswm.ing traditional system, and Bailey (1963) 

on tbe role of brokers touters and other intermediaries who 

enable democratic institutions and procedures to function in 

traditional societies, Somjee (1971) on interaction between 

traditional aoc:ial system and newly introduced ct.nocratic 

procedures, institutions, political relation~1p, leadership, 

decision-making, political· attitude• and· authority in rural 

2. Myron Weiner, (1967). !!arty Building in t· Nev Nation, The 
Chica90 University Press, Chicago PP• 24-27 
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politics, Chakravorty (1975) on the distribution of power in 

the village and other such studies. 

In order to examine the interaction between 

the newly introduced democratic institutions and procedures, 

ecooanic development and the indigenous systan in the village 

canmuni ty of K.angeii.o, We have selected five Speai fie areas 

of political life of the village. They are political 

relationship, political leadership, approaChes to realization 

of political goals, attitude to authority and Deaisim-making 

process. Out of all these, we shall extens iveiy dis01as the 

deci sion-mak inq process in the canmuni ty and has been selected 

for Cletailed analysisf. They are vi tal to the understanding 

of political life of the village, and thrrugh them the 

nature and the extent of political change in the camnunity, 

could be meaningfully examined. These areas constitute the 

various dimensions of the study and .specially the decision

making process. 

The Pre-democratic political relationship 

was, by and large, a reflection o f the realities of social and 

econauic life.. It was based on the importance of the caste 

and economic conditions. What the introduction of universal 

adult suffrage substituted in its place was the principle of 

numerical strength. Faced with the force of education 

econanic development and universal adult suffrage the caste

political cohesiveness yielded to clan-political cohesiveness. 

I Seard'l for numerical support forced villaqe politicians a&d 



and leaders to utilise and unite caste cohesivenesse When 
• 

that proved inadequate, they built shifting political 

coalitions which in certain cases cut across caste and 

clan. 

A:."'ter the arrival of democracy, the 

traditional political relationships were in a process of 

continuous readjustment. 

The need for numerical support for 

capturing power induced fo~ation of politic~ coalitions 

across caste lines. The changes induCed by democracy, 

particularly in the field of political leadership is most 
~ 

identifiable. They occu~ both at the caste level and 

village level. In the latter among these castes mich were 

directly involved. in the struggle for power'. 

In the village, the pre-democratic 

leadership was centered around three important persons under the 

Pradhanship system. The system was based on certain families 

of the village who were called the village Pradhans. They 

were holding power because of their wealth and social 

position in the society. Later, after Independence when the 

movements for decentralization started, the leaders were to be 

elected. But the district authority in actual practice 

nominated practically all its members on the basis of caste, 



family status, economic background, influence, age etc • 
• Sane of them were also the chairman of the village school. 

Likewise Sadananda samal, Jagabandhu Barik and Patel Sahu 

were the leaders of the viilage. Sadananda Sanal 

was the dlairman of the village school for a iong time. 

Others were the caste leaders of the older generation. 

One of the interesting changes which 

occu~ in the village leadership was its bifurcation!. The 

social and political leadership of politically active castes 

came to be divided between the two sets of leaders. 'fhe 

conservative or the age old leaders faced challeng>:!S from the 

younger generation who were educated and were conscious of 

their rights. They created problems for the old leaders and 

forced the elders to pass on political leadership to the 

younger generation. This was particularly true in the case 

of Khandilpc\ts. But in case of Gauras and Sabar, the case 

was different. People of these two castes were educated in 

a different way. Being forced by the econanic scarcity 

and work scope, they started going to the industrial towns 

to work as labourers·. They worked there, stayed for months 

together and as a result thei,r outlook for village politics 

widened. 

Thus not only the leadership was 

bifurcated because of education and participation in the 



elections, but there was a•significant change in the age

structure of the leaders. Youngmen from 18 years age upto t~- :1 

45 years took muCh more interest in the village politics. 'l'hey 

established the •aadha Madhav Yuvak 8angha1 and took interest 

for the village welfare as a whole. As a result in 1981 some 

educated youngmen came out with a general prOposal and a 

constitution writing people of all castes in the village. 

Most of them later became influential leaders in the village. 

Particularly in its post-democratisation 

period the members took ~ initiative and gave a lead solution 

~ problems which the village faced. The eonmon problem of 

road conmuni cation, tank and street light, which the 

authorities did not provide to the villaqe,agitated the 

villagers and they started acting in their own capacity·. Thus 

1n order to achieve desired political rell\1lts, beneficial 

to the people, the leaders as well as the non members of the 

village adopted the method of directly approaching the 

higher authorities for favourable decisions. This happened 

because of a qroup of educated and employed men of the village 
WhO Ed 

Linspired the people, approachL the higher authorities and 

convinced the villagers abou.t their Share in the democracy. 

As a result the villagers in groups approached tbe authorities 

for the village problems which resulted in favourable decisions, 

e.g. the opening of a Cooperative Groce~ry f?hop, prq>er 
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distribution of government supplied rice. Wheat. sugar, kerosene 

oil and striving of a village nurse to look after the health 
~ 

of the people etc. By means of pressurising the higher 

authorities on the basis of their number, the villagers 

achieved their connan goal and became politically educated'. 

These developments in the village have the 

decision-making process increasingly broad-based and complex. 

This happened not only at the village level but also at the 

caste and locality levels. This also resulted in the gradual 

weakening of the traditional position of power of the dominant 

caste, namely the Khandyats and tte leaders but their 

techniques and the development of a general v lew that every 

public decision was everybody's business'. This made the 

decision-making process in the village more dispersed. The 

involvement of various castes in democratic: politics of the 

village also had an impact on their own decision-making 

process. Within each major caste one could notice greater and 

greater participation of an increasing number of people. 

The three politically participant castes, 

namely, the Khandyats, the Gauras and the Sabaras, are at 

different levels of their political maturity. Moreover, eadh 

of them is different. 

The attitude of the villagers to the 

village administrative machinery in general has undergone a 

significant change. In the pre-democratic period the Panehayat 
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was considered to be a preserve of the socially higher and 

economically better off. Democracy transformed it into a 

matter of numerical support. Various castes interpreted this 

phenomenon differently. Their attitudes ranged from old 

authority on caste and economic position to an institution 

of the comnunity institution·. 

So far as the administrative machinery was 

concerned the village had a three member institution who 

were economically better off and were nominated by the then 

authoritj.es of the district~ It now faced criticisms of 
consumption, maladministration.and feudalism in village affaita. 

$. 
The people tire~le~y complained against them~ Behind this 

attitude of the people there lay a search for an authority 

and administrative machinery that would really serve the 

people• 

The bulk of the people in the village 

being illiterate, they did not understand the value of 

democracy. Being persuaded and inspired by the young educated 

people, they felt that it would be danqerQla if they would 

not be given a chance to govern themselves. Finally, they 

came out with a proposal for a new village4 administrative 

maChinery with a constitution council of the village whose 

authority was based on their consent~ 
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The Village Council 

A cannCil feature of the village community 

in some parts of India is the village Pancyayat or cwncil 

of elders whidl decides the disputes between villagers and 

discusses matters of CQamon interest'. Historians, working on 

modern Indian history are apt to speak of these councils or 

assemblies, usually referred to as the Gaal nesh in the 

present village. This •oaon Desh• is the most popular organ 

of the village adninistration. So far as the history of the 

village administration·. So far as the history of the village 

is concemed, it goes back to the assembly of the village 

Pradhan and other wealthy people's assemblies. But latter 

m when shortly after Independence, the district authorities 

naninated three nembers to the Gram Panchayat, the members acted 

blatantly and autocratically as the sole decision-makers 

of the villager politics. The village unity scattered into 

pieces during the sos into the caste and kinship groups'~ 

Even their own caste did not support them because of their 

corrupt nature. 

But after a lonq gap of nearly 30 years, 

a groop of enthus iastic educated young;nen of the village attempted 

to revive the canmon feeling of the urgency of the organization 

at that juncture. They felt along with the other villagers 

that the village unity is in jeopardy and there is chaos 

and confusion with prevailing insecurity of life and wealth. 



Most of the youngme:n who are farmers felt the necessity of a .. 
cou.ncil with defined terms and CQlditions so that there may 

not be any such repetition of the old days, the misuse of 

power and positica1
• They called their First General body meeting 

of the village elders at the Radhakrishna Temple canplex on 

October 21, 1980 which discussed the various problems 

faced by them. They realized their difficulties and 

disadvanta~es of not having a village administrative body• In 

that meeting most of the members pointed out the problems 

facing agriculture, security, health, communication and many 

such prdJlE»..ms by them in day today life in the villa9e'. 

They also felt that, the problems can be solved. The most 

important result of these meetings was that of the revival 

of the old o::>uncil in a new form. Members pmsent in that 

meeting felt the necessity of a written code for the village 

called the ·~amabalis•~• The members of the village Youth 

Club came out with a proposal in whiCh it had drawn up a 

village code called the 11Grama Niyamebal1s11 and placed it 

before the General Body. Everybody in that meeting became 

happy and consented to the 11Niyamabalia• without any 

hesitation. A resolution was passed and fran that meetinq 

the proceeding of the village cane to be mai~tainei regularly. 

The compositions, funCtion and nomination procedures of all 

the organs were read in detail and ·, discussions took place. 



Then they decided that these Niyamabalis should be followed 

strictly as well as regularly, so that there would be no 

prci>lem in future. Then they decid ed that they must take 

an oath to keep up the Niyamabalis for their own betterment 

as well as that of the village. They decided to take the 

oath the next day and closed the meeting wi~ a notice to 

meet at 9 in the morning;. J agabandhu Barik,. the oldest 

living member of two villages was the President 1n its first 

session,. and in the subsequent sessions alsd. 

The next day all the adult members of 

the village assembled in the Radhakrishna Temple complex at 

the stipulated time and took an oath individually to uphold 

the unity of the village in the following wordS. 

•In front of Lord Radhakrishna by holding flower, 
Tulsi, Copper and Cow dung I say that today is 21.10.80 
around 12 noon, I swear in the name of village Lord 
Sri Radhakrishna that as a citizen of the village I 
shall support the path of justice and the development. 
of the village irrespective of caste,ooloar and creed, 
forgetting the higher and lower attitude, I shall be 
committed to the canmunal development. If I do 
anything unparallel I s~all be a traitor against GOd 
and Lord Radhakrishna. • 

'3. Translated fran village proceeding Book I p-3 



Thus b1 taking the onth t.h.G v !llogo 

CCT •• mcil t1as foz:med t"1i th the consent of t:~u all it~o~ mcs:mbors 

tJi th a va:1 to tackle the diffC~rent socie: •Qeono:n1.c problems 

of the villsgeo The body a!ao felt ths oacur!ty of cm:tc.L"l 

other ~~it~e3o and diatribut~d the por~fol!oo ~ Acol: 

cfter the problems !n the villageo Then according to thea 

( 1~ ncting Cctnmittaa 

{ ii! Advisory Cc:nmitteo &nd 

(iii! n.ssist!ng Ca:nmittr-

~ 

uhich uare respectively called :Karyakari•, Ksmit10 Upadcacta 

Kamiti end eKaryanirbahi Kam!'tie c 

frcm 00 to SO yGars end ell of uhc:.:u 't1GrG E:lalo seutboroo ThG 

Acting Cc:mnit<;;ee has t..,_0 o::clus!v3 pat':l'ar of ma!d.ng rules ~~J:t.th 



the advice and assistance from other conmittees. All rules passed 

by the Acting Ccmni ttee shall be brought before the General 

Body Meeting of the village and must get its consent~ This 

committee is once again powerful in the sense that all sorts 

of complaints are entertained by this committee in written with 

a payment of Rs.2/-. It has all the power to decide all 

sorts of disputes and is the final body to pass punishments 

for offences. For discharging all its functions, it may take 

the help of Assisting Committee or the advice of the Advisory

Coamittee whenever it feels necessary• All the maabers in 

this Committee were the members with a little education or no 

education. They are selected keeping in view the caste and 

the locality factor. This ia an important consideration in the 

selection of the members as stipulated by the President. Thi3 

c~mittee must r~resent all caste groups in the village and 

the locality must be taken into consideration. Let us see the 

composition, functions and deliberations of the Committees in 

detail. 

The other Cam1i ttee ls called the Advisory Caami· 

ttee .1m which there are 5 members'. The important feature of 

of this ccmnittee is that all its members are the grand old 

men of the village and are respected by the people. This 

Ca.nittee 1s a permanent one with its member• as the permanent 

members. 'l'hey provide all sor· 

J 



the other comnittees. They have vast sources of experience .. 
and knowledge in the village affairs, the land and the people. 

The manbers of the advisory committee usually preside CNer 

the General Body meetings and give proposals whenever asked. 

The acting canmittee has the largest number 

of members who are 14 in number. They are selected fran 

people of all castes, Keeping in the locality factor in mind. 

The members with little· or no education are selected according 

to their ability and willingnsss to work for the betterment 

of the village. They must have a good number of supporters 

from their own caste and must have the capacity to persuade 

their own people and must satisfy certain other criterians as 

fixed by the people fraA time to time. One of the members of 

this committee becomes the PRESIDENT of the village and another 

as Secretary. The Secretary with the advice of the president 

summons all sorts of meetings and serves the notices to other 

members. All sorts of records are kept with the Secretary and 

he acts as the link between all other CIC.IIUI\ittees"'. All sorts 

of financial expenditures and receipts are made with the 

signature of the President, Secretary and Cashier. 

The Secretary is the man who coordinates 

all functions of the village. He, with the advice end knovledge 

of other members, serves notices for public or camnittee 

meetings. The village barber serves the notice frQD house to 
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house and collects the si~atures. Then before one hour of 

the meeting the Barbar blows the trumpet whidh si90ifies 

the call of the meeting and within that time the village 

adults use to gather at the Cammunity hall (under construction) 

or the temple place. Before the proceedings of the meeting 

starts the attendance of the families is taken in order to 

ascertain the presence of the village adults. As the rule 

goes, all adult memba (at least one from each family) are 

supposed to come to the meeting if not. they are fined· up to 

Rs.o.so whiCh is collected in the subsequent meeting~ However. 

in unavoidable circumstances the absentee may infor.m the 

Secretary/president through his children or friends his 

inability and cause of his absence for which he is exempted 

frCXD the payment of fine. · All guests of the village and the 

government officials who visit the village are received and 

entertained by the secretary and President with other members• 

cooperation. 

The third committee which assists in the 

smooth functioning of the village administration is the Assisting 

Committee. One of the striking features of this committee 

is that 1 t is c:cmposed of all the educated employedl arid .. {y:QU.Q.g 

members of the village. All the members of this committee are 

the members of the newly constituted and registered Radba Madhav 

Yuvak Sangh (Youth club). The duty of these members and canmittee 



is to look after developmental works of the village like the 
• village. health, security and sources of finance to meet the 

expenditure on communication and other develo,pmental work. 

They look after the sources of finance for the village fund 

and the source fran which 'they can get. how they can get and 

other facilities provided by the government for the benefit 

of the village and the far.mers. One of the most important 

functions of this committee is that it looks after the legality 

of the actions of the village council and other official 

matters and procedure of law for the village. They work as 

legal advisers of the village and experts 1n which law of the 

statutory panchayat Block authority etc'• which cov-ers the 

village administrationve The members of this club are quite 

influential in the village and their words carry weight in 

case of deadlocks. All villagers pay respect to them and 

take advice sincerely. Among the 28 members of the COimittee 

are same government officials, teachers.bank employees and 

young and dynamic agriculturists, who are quite influential 

in the village. They do not interfere in the deliberations 

of the council, but advise the members of the oouncil in c ase 

of deadlocks and clarify the legality of the rules and 

regulations, sanctions behind them. They also advise the 

council when the latter seeks. 
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Tenure 

The membership of the Acting Committee is 

for two years. They can be impeaChed at any time. The President, 

members and the Secretary of the village Acting Committee 

hold their office during the pleasure of the villagers. Any 

proposal for no confidence can be brought by any villager 

or any member of any camni ttee at any time and if it is accepted 

with 2/3rd members present in voting, it is accepted. The 

President, Secretary and members can be impeached in the same 

manner with the Charge of corruption, treachery, aelfishness 

and support for other villager undermining the interest of 

their own villager. Besides, if any member is found to be a 

traitor, he may be impeached by the same motion. The members 

are eligible for reelection. 

The members of the Advisory Committee are 

the grand oldmen of the village and their memberShip is for an 

unlimited period. By this way they may resign voluntatily 

if unable to discharqe any duty. One of the members of the 

Adviaory ComMittee was Cashier of this village who voluntarily 

resigned because of his ill health~ The third Ccmnd ttee 

called the Assisting Ca~~ni ttee is a permanent one'• However 
::J 

any member can resign ·or withdraw his membership at any time. 

Since its formation one of its members was forced to resign by 

the Youth Club who was caught redhanded while stealing some 

sugar from the supply store of the village. 
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Powers of the Committees 

Among the three committees the Acting 

Committee is the most powerful. This Committee has.the power 

of law-making as well as the power to implement. The 

Committee has the exclusive power to propose and pass law 

relating to agriculture, jungle, cultural function, discipline, 

development etc. The members of this committee are the most 

influential people in the village. The whole administrative 

factors of the village are usually distributed among them 

and different people hold different portfolios. In the first 

meeting of every year while selecting the members.in the 

general body meeting, the President used to distribute the 

portfolios to the different people. The portfolios which 

are allotted to its members are Agriculture, Forest, Education, 

Finance, Cultural, DevelOpmental, fire and general administration. 

For general administration, the President and the Secretary 

are responsible. Any legislation and rule relatinq to ones 

problem will be intimated by the ccncerned member and shall be 

discussed thoroughly, and the solution will be worked out. Thus 

if there will be any problem relating to jungle. the concerned 

member will pr~ose legislation relating to that and if in 

agriculture the agricultural member will do the •~· 

But. so far as the administration and 

disciplinary action is concerned the committee as a whole takes 



the decision. All major decisions are taken by the committee 

with the advice of the Advisory Conanittee. In case of 

deadlock or unusual position. 4/3 voting will be taken and 

accordingly the proolem will be solved (added with subaequent 

modifications to the previous rules of the village council). This 

committee has also the power to levy and collect the fine for 

cultural purpose. In short this canmittee has all sorts of 

power for the village administration. 

The other two committees have no power as 

such other than advisory. The only thing that it can do is 

to advise the acting committee regarding the validity, feasibility 

and legality of the rule regulations and action taken by then. 

Some t~es, the Assisting Committee helps in the deliberations 

of the acting committee in carrying out its order• and aorting 

out the problems. 

As was seen in the previoua chapter, after 

independence the interesting process developed in rural India 

is the emergence of a new kind of leadership Which individually 

changed the pattern of the poor in the village. The new leaders 

to be politically able and to change one•s position, mObilised 

their own groups and threatened one• s sOC::io-econanic position. 

After the introduction of democracy· within the .village# the 

old and venerated leaders of higher castes bound themselves in 
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ve uneven situations becau'Se the conditions created by democracy 

did not allow them to have political power. Thus, to work 
, 

for the position of power they modified their castes groups 

and fellow caste men for their position and policies in the 

village. It now involved an increasing :>~ number of people in 

the form of different caste groups who opened, proteeted for 

or against those who are directly involved in the decision 

making and executing, which was the sole and arbitrary function 

of the so called leaders. Tbis now democratised the conditions 

<?f village politics and Changed the structure of Decision-making 

in particular. Let us see how the structure, as well as the 

function has undergone a change in .rural India. Por our 

convenience, let us discuss the term Decision-making and the 

process in theory and then we will be able to test it in 

this community level under study. 

To start with the model, we know that, we must 

choose what to do. After we make choices in the absence of 

certain knowledge and their consequences. However, an 

c.:~-: abundance of relevant as well as irrelevant choices are 

available at the time of an important choice and on the effectiveness 

of whiCh the information is processed may control the 
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cppropriations of the resulting dec!sionso~ Thus~ 0 tba cxi~ 
• 

of national action forms the booic starting assumption for 

the most formal theor:leo of dccision, ... malt!ng t1hich ototcs thatr. 

All pGroons chooc:G in uccordancc t.:ith proforonce ordez:!nqc 

that u.lternative Nhich maximisa th0 balanco overcosto~:5 

Thus the decision is a ~rtuin kind ~ 

humcn choice t:mici'l is processed through hGnan infonaotion 

GVoilcble., It i~ organised over four paronatoruo The Axic:n 

!ndent!fies the four parameters t-Jhich bound any choico" 

n~~ely~ a!~rnatives" banefits" costs and pr3ference orderingo 

Banefito and costs are concepts Nhidh d01ote posit!vG &nd 

n0gative prefercmo::so It is mainly organised on tr-.:10 

concGptD the utility or the subjectiv<a valua of ~unt cc:r:3 

and probability., or how likely it s~ms to the aaci~:!.oi'!:-'Iaake::: 

tha-.t a particular a..J.tcc:ne t!ill occur if t:o mclto c pu:cd.cule.r 

choico or deciuiono OnG of th~ s>rinc).p!eu of mc..."'!io!N~.ng 

·-- ....... ___ .....,.. _______ --
,_ --~----- _, ~-- ----

Go Encyc!c~ciia of 'i:ha Soci~l Sc:LsnC3:; (:i. 972 n:o: vo:i. ,, 3 & t:." 
Tho i-lcc::nillen Cc:npc.n;:: The :;._;:-aG ?t":l~O". No~; Y9.!.·:~" ColLt~ .. 
Hcei~illan Pub, LondC::l (pp 34 .. 3G: 

So SoMo HalQ:~ 1984, Dacision l?r.~·\~in Rural Dcv'~l®MGnt Indi.if# 
Ethnographic Folk custa.u society (P .. :!.'~ 
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Th~ application of decision models to 

choices explicitly formul&ted by groups rather than 

individuals is significantly importanto The o~lest appro~Ch 

has been to conceptualize such groups QS sn&log~~s to an 

individual, and to h1pute to it a singlo ~et of interests 

and preference ordering for alternat!voso Buo!ncsa •• organiz&ticmw 

in particular lend themselves to such formulationso Other 

formulations which attempt to apply concepts of rational 

choice and maximination to gr~~P decision explicitly 

incorporate multiple individuals with &ifferent preferenceDo 

Haximization is stated in terms of an °op·t~cl socis:t. tJGllfurc 

funct.ton:: snd definGd as the aggregate of thG utilitL .. s aZ 

ell conati tuemt individualso Cperat!onalizat!on of t::t.".ch i.. 

conc:::pt is acknottladg3d to be problematico Loqicclly j.t t:c::...~lc:i 

requiro th~ intarparsonsl cc~parison of cord!nal utilitio~ 

of different individuGlS: sxpr3ssed in tQDmS of cc~an dimcnsi~~ 

Tht'.s, tro have discussed 1.n br iP.f tho docie!on .. mclt~.ng &nd t~1~ 

dGaiaion m&.'ting pro03ss as c:> mcd~l uccd in thiC J.!twrcturo of .i."'tJ) • .::~~ 

Political Sc:ience. 

Thus; "t-'te have def:l.ned Ci.G:cic~.en ut.: c }tind oi 

human C"noico ~·1hich in proct3DSGd t.~rougii tho hl."tlilrul information!.: 

t:Vt:ildllo and .! t J.s organised aro-..mci the concx..p'co of ut.U.;l.ty 

and probabiU.ty .. e And the decision-·m&king as c oociL.l prcccuc 

;l,n ~Jhich !·.:e select a problem for d~isio!l (choioo: and prd1.1cc 

& 15mf..t.cd number of alternatives from ~ong t1h!C1. c. part!cu.lcr 

alternative is solected for 1mp1emente.tion and eltecutiono 
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of~u 06 Laboratory studio~ ~f human dhoices ~d carta!n kind 

of human !nfo~ation processing ~ith the &Dove tb~ princ!ploo 

pro:,es that men do r~zttat1tably uQll at conforming in.stitu·i:ivol:y 

to ideal rulesD excGpt for a consistent inefficiency in 

information processingu This is the d~cis!oo_;th;;ao" <L~ision"' 

m~ting io a social procoss that selects a probl~ for decioion 

{ioeo choico} and produces a limited number of altornat!vec 

from among ~hich a particular alternative io solectod fo~ 

implemantation and executione Same ::writers usG thio term 

syno:timously, "trith policy.-..making alth<mgi'l othernd!otinguinh 

the u~o, rasarving decision making for Choicao that involveo 

conscious action ere subject 'i:o sanctions and pglicy ma.'d~ng 

cL an identity of ~intersecting decisions that has no choice· 

mu!ting mit in a position to decide for all parties invol ve&o 

Decisior ...... m&king is also distinguished from problcu oolving" 

'.::hich may refer to (l) other tasks in t-rhieh both problem for 

uclu~!ono end alternutive solutions are given or (2= ~uo more 

c.bstract higiler man\:al proc0sses of t:h::.n~~:Lng t.n6 ~:.Jioru~ction 

proc~scingc Political Gsci~ion®cltinq0 h~J&~er~ !o conccivo6 

o:Z au involving the search :i:or both problaM:iO o-:d a."T.t~rnativo~:" 

'l"his theory of decision·-mak.ing in uocia! · · Dcicnco ic often 

called as the thaory of cholc0 behaviouro 7 

~. -:. ------..----·-.--· - ·-~ - ... ....._._ ~ -~--- -~-~-~""" ...... ,. -~ -·· 

6~ Encyclopedia of Tho So::ial Scienceu (1.972 Ed~ Vo!~J&LJ 
Tho ~4acaillan Cc::npaDYc Th3 Frae Pres:.:~, Nc:·;r Yorltc 
Colli~ MacMillcm Pt1b~ r..~ondon (pp 34-66) 
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Now-a-days it has been a favourite topic for the Mathematicians, 

Economists, Psychologists, sociologists, statisticians and 

most importantly for the political scientists. New kinds of 

sciences have been developed suCh as the •policy science• or 

the science of management which has put the topic in the centre 

of its discussion. Man has been redefined as a decision-making 

animal and many brilliant and complicated theories have been 

developed and worked oot "what and how this strange animal decides. • 8 

Most of the scholars in political science, prefer talking about 

policy to talking about politics whiCh is mainly concerned with 

the process of decision-making. Before going into details of 

the study of same decisions, let us in brief discuss some of 

the methods available in decision-making. 

A leading scholar in the field of decision
! making , Paul Diesing talks of two most important methods of 

decisions, called the socio-economic decisions. In his words, 

11All decisions dealing with the activities of a single group 

e. The meaning of •Political' in political decision by Brunoleoni 
in w.J. Gore and J.w. Dyson (Ed). The Making of Decisions, 
The Free Press of Glenocoe Collier Macmillan Ltd. London, pp.93-95 
1964. 

9. 
Paul Diesing, "Socio Economic Decisions• Ibid Pp 64-68 



or single person are called selfishH 6 decision tmich are 
. 

either economic" social or the combination of the uoo Again 

to him : economic• decisions attempt to maximise the achievement 

of the given (goals, desires and interests) through the 

careful use of avail.sble means" in a situation t~hsn not all 

ends can be used in a number of ways with alternatives and 

in such a case decision consists of a selection of one of these 

alternativeso usually such decisions in the mind of Paul Diesing 

are reached by (i) estimating the possible effort on the Gnds of 

such alternatives# (11) estimating the degree of each offort; 

(iii; estimating and comparing the value of such Gffort on a 

single scale# either with money or utility or preference 

indifferences and (iv) choosing the alternative t!hich hc:..s ~~ha 

greatest probability of providing greatest value.,· 'rhis type 

of decisions are called the maximizing decisions since it 

consists of a search for the action alternative ~ich has 

maximum value or minimum loss on same sceleo 

On the other handc according ~o oeme 

author: the :social: decisions attempt to ch~ge personelitias 

and social relations in the direction of gre~t3r fund~~ntnl 

hannony and stabili·cy and such a decision is reached by 

(, .. -,; defining a relatively indspendan-;: probl~&tic situat;~on 

and uncovering the conflicts that exi.sts in it c:.s ~rol~ as the 

factors maintaining the.111 



(2) estimating the changes that are possible in each problematic 
. 

factor together with the degree of strain the charge ~ould 

bring; 

(3) discovering that of what strain reducing support is available 

for each change; and 

{4) predicting the future conflicta 6 straine and otresses likely 

to accompany each direction of Change1 or likely to occur in any 

easel and 

(5) ~orking for a change at the manageable level of ot~ain th&t 

\"rill reducs conflict or increase flexibility or prepare for 

future stressest; o This type of decisions are called c integr&tive::: 

6ecisions since it frequently leads to integration of something 

similar. As in case of maximizing decisions: many variations 

occur in different circumstances also. 

Integrative and meJtinU.zing decisions c-,re 

opposite in many ways u Joo maximizing decision proe<:::!se bag:tns 

'1'ith given en~s, Hhich it accepts unquestionably and at·i:.c:n9ts 

to achieve; an integrative process trsats given ends as clues 

and ~ympto~s of hidden beliefs6 values~ fearoc strains etc~ 

which are not necessarily to ba satisfied at allo In !lorna 

problems th~ combined method can aleo be applied, like the 

cases which contained sc:ne factors requiring an intGgrat5.va 

method and so:ne factors requiring a m&Ximizing tt~atmen'.:...., Such 
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cases contain both socio-economic aspects and can be applicable 

to a combined socio-economic method, the most appropriate of 

which can be complex pratticul problems which need suOh 

combined methods ann the application of this combined method 

may not be, technically truely systematic. 

For example, the problems of the small 

rural community of KANGEILO require a combined method of 

socio-econanic approach for their ·analysis of policy-making'~ 

\~ile making decisions on the polities of this village, the 

council of the village (Decision-makers) to some extent adopts 

the canbined method. This may be unsystematic in its nature 

of application, but their decisions can be analysed in the 

light of the methOds discussed above. Where such a combined 

method is not applicable, the people have adopted adhoc methods 

for solving their own problems. 

Decision Making at the local lev!J!, caste level and ccmnuni3 

level 

Communities of rural India provide an ideal 

context for testing the process of decision-making or choice 

behaviour. Their explicit objective is to pranote a wide range 

of innovations which require multiple choices on proposals 

which affect the c~~nity as a whole. The ideology of the 

programmes is to promote the interests of the community. 



The Decision··making process of the cc:nrnunities 

in rural India are quite inter~sting especially the ccmmui~ty 

under studyo Before the introduction of democratic procedures~ 

the making of all decisions in the rural c~nmunities in India 

\'rere the exclusive monopoly of the autocratic leaderso They ~ere 

taking all sorts of decisions of the village in their 01:rn t.."'!ay 

without consulting anybody in the village because of their social 

and econo:nic posi tiono 'rhere vras nobody to challenge their 

authority. But when, after independence the people become 

politically conscious with the introduction of universal 

education and adult.-.suffrage6 with development of means of 

co:nmunication and mass media, a ne..r kind of leadership emergedo 

These ne\'J enthus,.:astic leaders brought about changes in "i:he 

village power structure and became active in modernising the 

mechanisms of village politicso In apecific~they aemocratize6 

the procedure in the village decision makingo Side by side: 

structure of Decision-Making in the castec locality and community 

level also chang~do Let us see and examine the decision making 

prooass of the mo. j or three castes in the village as a r2sul t of 

'.'hich the prooaas t'!i11 be noticed,. 

It is nearly impossible to rscapt~re &nd 

describe in full the actual decision-making process as ~.t 

exists even in a small com:m . .mi Ly o:Z Kan~iJ.o". Thera ;i.s ab·:ayn 

much more that comes to the eye.o But t·rhat ~re have done is 

therefr~ an attempt to identify the forces which deter.mins ~~~ 

political decision.-.mak.ing of tha village .. Thesa have been 

obsa:rved upon specific instanc;;.;n and their <:.nt~c~entso 



AS mentioned above there are different 

levels at which decisions·affecting the villaga politics are mad~o 

These are family, locality: caste etco They all affected the 

making of decisions at the village levelo N~~, let us first 

analyse the peculiarities of decision~making pro~ss at the 

level of the major four castG groups, namely the Khandyats# 

Gauras and Sabaraso In our treatment we shall go on to describe 

the process of decision.making within them~ as uell as among thsm 

particularly at the village level at the villsge council~o By 

t'1ay of the letter \-Ie shall mainly concentrate on the peculiaritiea 

of decision~-·roaking at the Gaon Dashao Finally ue shal.l attempt 

to analyse some of the decisions already talcen by the Gaon DGsha •. 

Among the Khd!ldyats, the nature of decia~.OI1·· 

rna)dng process changed considerably after the arri\.:al of 

dGmocracy in the villag~ particularly after passing m;1ay of the 

old 9'-m~r<ltion of caste leaderso The o.ld caste 1eadero !:ho t7carc 

the mE:.t-nbers of these casta Panchayat {~hiCh exists outside the 

villag~: t-:.'er~ usually influsntial in the v!.lluga onong the 

I<handtt.yatso They \":era the Zamindarc \·Iith econcnic posit~.on 

and the solz diCtators of the caste p:aopls" They 1~·ora vary 

much fearoo by the rest of the Khandyats and nobcdy '.las qu~a'cion.i.n g 

their authorityc AS long am thay \':TGre alive ~vE!l the:·:-.c c~m 
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people never agreed to question their authorityo They ~ere 

the patriarch of social and ritual administration of the 

Khandayatso 

With the passage of time and passing al'Jay 

of the conservative leaders 6 the middle aged people of this 

caste became active in the caste politicso These l3aders 

having little education toolt different approacho Ncr.~, they 

became more active in the village and took all sorts of 

decisions and actions relating to their own casteo In the 

village, among the Khandayats~ the middle aged as trell as the 

young members with employment and educational status ~era now 

influentialo They are getting much more obedience than th3 

old leaders in marriage~ custa.rs and other '!:-rorks of Khand>:J'ats,, 

The l<handayats in tha village have 3 to 4 kinship groups t-Ji th 

different family backgroundo ~~ong them the influential 

leaders t-tho have much o.oedi&nc3 frc.n the bulk of _the l<handayats 
'the t.he 

are the school teachers., t.. Government a.'"IlployeGs andLyoL-rng oducat..."'d 

people_, These people are now determining the aim c:.nd obj S;Cti;:r~ 

of their caste., li!<e to t-Jhich candidat3 they should supper·\:, to 

~·rhich eirgum~nt they shoulc stick to. e•,cc, in the village"' ;•lost 

of the polj.tical decisions of the Khandayats are made by the 

1tin' s leaderso 

The Khandayats of the village Kangetlc 

have three kinship groups: they are the Khundia's 6 the Samals,and 

t.JJt> Swainso All thes2 kin qr oups have the5..r- o'm place when they 



assemble in the evening or day time to listen to Ramayanc 

Maha-Bharat and other epics_., This place is called Geeta Char 

and 1 1'hakura Ghar' where they worship their family Gods and 

Goddesso There they also play dice and other gameso Fo.rtnally 

the family elders assemble here for any political decisionc 

In these get-togethers, the educated or employed peOple use to 

take decisions with the formal support of the other cast~ 

peoplec This caste is highly individualistic Who only assemble 

:;aura Decislon· .. Hakinq 
,_, ................ -- :-.. 

The Gauras of the village have a different 

decision·-·making st.ructureo Before some time back the leader 

of the Gduras call~d the 1 Behera:, \-rho iS the caste head of t.r,a 

village,was the sole decision mak~r of this casteo But with 

the passing of time, the Gd.uras \,11o are mostly landless live on 

cattle herdingc want out of ~1e village in search of liv~lihoodu 

Most of them worked in nearby 5.ndiv id:ual estates e.t Cut tack 

and Bhubanssh,.,ar, etc, an<i earned their livelihoOdo '"!ith 

increasing int-eractions t'lith other cc.:nmunities, they b::-'!C,;,me 

more conscious... \'!hen they carne to the village in differ~nt 

occasions to celebcat~ different festive occasions~ they raised 

voices agai:-tst their chief called the Beherao Others also who 

got cash and wor~ed as suppli~~s of milk and cheese to the 

nearby ho' els, became somewhat developed, in their outlook in 

their caste politicsv 



These nG~t leaders voiced against the old 

caste Chief called Behera and the Behera family lost its 

influence in their cunmunitye N~r in the village,these people 

are the decision-makers of their caste. Usually the Gauras 

have a canmunity Hall called Dola Ghar when they assemble at 

the time of their festival and other occasions for other 

purpo sas o In their important political decisions., as \-Jell as 

caste ritual decisions, all elders of family heads assemble and 

simply support the decisions already takeno The Gauras in 

the village seem to be militant and exert physical foroso 

The Sabaras as mentioned in the first 

chapter live in a separate street which is 150 meters away from 

the village settlemento The Sabaras are totally landless 

except one family who live by nmdering uorJc to the ~·illage._ 

3o far as their activity was concerned they did not have any 

influence in the affiars of the village politicso Their 

politics was mainly concentrated onong themselveo in the ~tre~t 

owing to their casteu The Chief of the Sabaras ~as called 

the Dehucy in the strFJet \-Jho t'.'as their caste chief and ex3rted 

all sorts of pa<ter.. He:: t·!~S the administrative as \'.'e,.l a£ 

~itual chief o£ the stre€tgoverning other people as the tribal 

chiefo ~lY sort of decision ~as taken alone by himself. 
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But after the reorganization of th~ 

village groups by a ~roup of enthusiastic young paople, they 

played a vital role in village politicso Previously they 

were neither consulted nor invited to the village decision

making bodyo In 1980, onwards, the organizers felt it 

necessary and invited the Sabaras to participate in the 

delibsrations of the village. 'rhis all happened bscause of 

the struteq::.:: importance of the Sabara population and the 
~ dependence of the land ownlng Khandayats upon the Sabaras 

manual worko 
ever . 

Thus howl! the Sabaras are well organised in the 

street under the leadership of some of the membars ~mo are invited 

as the representatives to the village councilo Now it is 

learnt that, it is not the Dehury (their traditional caste 

chief) but people of the younger generations who are 

influential in the street o The young people ~ith muscl<:>oupower 

and having good reputations in the area as able and skilled 

uorker are influential in tha streeto "..ny decision or view to 

be communicated to the village council is no longer taken by 

the Dehury, It is the young p'(tlople l:7ho are p-..atting forth 

thGir o tand on thel r own lfl~Y on different isS\A~Se The Sabaras 

organise their di~rerent cultural and faotive occasions like 

ths Gheu-nura nacha, etc., emd have s. big roC..il for "i:.hat. 5.n the 

middle of the St.reeto This club type roa.:n for the yo:mgs in 

the village is the place for gossiping and playing different 

itemso 
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One of the striking features of the 

Sabara decision-making in .their street is the participation 

of the femaleso Most of the families have their mala members 

as workers who come at late night, and hence female members 

participate in different issues of the streeto This is due 

to the fact that this Sabar society is some ~hat matrilineal in 

charactero The females usually fix the dates for the leave 

of the males that is on which date their male would stay at 

ho:ne. It is very interesting to know that when the Sahukar 

canes asking the absence of the worker, their female membars 

come out of their roam and give reasons why her husband or 

brother or father cannot go to workc Thus, the Sabaras hava ~ 

unique character of decision ... znaking in which the females 

participate and sort out the solutions o£ different issues ... 

This is all about the decision~making of the major caste groups 

in the villageo So far as the other caste groups like the 

Barbar , Gurias and ·relis are concerned, they do not h;1v~ 

anything special, and are not infL1ential in the village due to 

their small population., But thEy re:i.ipond to different 

problems and issues of the village 0\·Jing to the nature and 

type of the decision to be takeno ~or enample if there is c 

question relating to the digging of a tube-well in the village 

and the place for the same, etc .. they usually assimilate \·.~ith 

other caste groups for their politics. In sucn cases~ the 

different caste and kins groups support or object even to their 

OAn caste or kins group Reeping their rn~n interestso 

l 
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Locality Factor 

Another interesting example t1ill make clear 

the locality factor in decision makingo During Durga puja, 

Lw:mi puj a and Dola Jatra the villagers organize a 11lcZJbe:r o£ 

(9eras to be staged in the village. In such festive occasions 

the people of the north of the village demand that the opera 

should be staged at the northern end~Whereas the people of 
cleiJt(\IIU ttu~ ~.1.111~. 

Southern end of the villag~ In same situations it is very 

interesting to know that the Khandayats who are settled in South 

part are supported by some of the Telies, Gurias and Kamaras 

because they settle, in the South part, whereas the people of 

North part which is dominated with Gaura population and also 

supported by some Khandayats, Gurias, Teliesi atco 

In such cases when the decision in the 

village council is to be taken, the two parties c~ne thero 

and ask for the staging of the Opera for ''rhich thmy had finally 

taken the decisionu There the different castes and kins groups 

supp<:.'rt or obj cci.. their own caste and kins groupo ln these 

situation~; the village council takes decisions uhich must 

suit. both the parties,. Accordingly, in one instanC3" the cO"..mcil 

took a decision that there •:till be tv10 opera parties out of 

which one will staga at the South end and the other at the 

North end in the next dayo If ~here is a single opera to be 

st.o.ged like in 1980, that. ~:as staged in the micidle of the 
- ... 

village·o This~how the locality factor plays an important role 
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in the making of the decisions in \tthich the different caste 

and kinship groups to some extent undermine their caste 

affiliationo The Sabaras however# remain neutral in such 

issues because they live in a different streeto But now 

there is a prOposal in the council Which may affect their 

interest with the other caste groups~ thus only others take 

interesto 

The impo1 tant decisions relating to the 

problems and policies of the village is taken by the village 

c~~ncil~ The village council as we know has threa organizations 

\"'hich take part in the malcing of the decision .. the Village 

Acting Co.iUl1.5.t.tee" the village Advisory Co:nm!ttee and the 

Assisting Coznmit..teeo These organizations take .:· decisiono 

in ' different wayso However1 the Acting C~~nittse is the 

most important which takes all c.ecisions at different levels 

i.eo cc:nmittee level and village level in the village" Let 

us describe hc-.v it takes the decisions at the village ,.:avel and 

the canmittee levelo 

At the V ill aqe Leve 1!! 

According to the rules of the village 

council~ tne Acting Committee is the sole authority regarding 

the decision··mr.1king of the villageo It may consult the P.dvisocy 
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as well asLAssisting Committee whenever it feels necessaryo 

It also takes decisions and decides any sort of dispute in the 

village. usually if the nature and type of the d~cision is 

important w~ich needs the greater participation and involvement 

of the village elders, Gram~3abha meeting is calledo The 

Grama-Sabha is the largest body for the making of decision 

in the village. The day before the decision is to be taken, 

the Secretary of the village council notifies the matter with 

prior consultation with the members of the other cammitteeso 

Then the barber goes from door to door for collection of 

signatures in the notice books and conveys the purpose, time 

and venue of the mectingo Thus, the next day 6 once again the 

barbar blo-.-~s the Birakahali {the lcng trumpet) before one hour" 

Then the villagers know that it is time for them to oa assembled 

at the said place" If the problem to be discussed ~.nvolves 

caste or group interestc then the castes or groups in the 

village come to the meeting aft~r prior decision at their c:m 

caste level and convc.y their O't'm leacers that he must stick to 

hiE· point or argument,, This ir.; primarily tak3n the day the 

notice is being served or before the Grama Sabha meetso For 

example~ suppose there is a plan to dig a ~ell in the villagea 

the people of the north or south sids may take decision at 

their ~1n convenience and instruct their leaders that who should 

argue frcm their sida and t·Jhat should ba his argumento 
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Hearing the sound of the trumpet, the villaga 

elders and youngsters assemble at the meeting place hurridlyo At 

the proper time, the Secret;ary of the village council starts 

calling the name of the village elders and marks the attendanca~ 

as per the ruleso After the attendance is taken, the fines are 

collected, {if some defaulter was there in the last meeting)o 

Then the Secretary stands up and requests the members present to 

maintain discipline and · then the concerned member of the 

committee brings the proposal about their respective portfolios 

which they holdo If the proposal is related to jungle, 

education or agriculture, the concerned member speaks in brief 

the nature and type of the problems, what sort of measure to h:: 

taken etc, Decision in such meetings are merely the public 

articulation and passive endorsement of what had already been 

ta3"-en by the Co:tmdt~e members ~hich the proposer puts fontard 

before the villagers ... Thus, the President of the meeting 

fonnally declar·es the need of the individual viewpoints, It 

is at thif: juncture and time, that the different caste groups 

use to think of the proposal,. calc:u.late its merits &nd deme.rit.s 

from the point of view of their own caste or group interesto 

As soon as the president of the Council 

declares the problem or proposal which is open for diocussion~ 

the caste or group leaders fon1ard their argument a.s already 

taken by them" In such situatic:1s the vie\-TS expreas(;;.d at such 

meetings reflects the anxiety of the leaders to protect thei.r 
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own caste or group interesto They put forward their arguments, 

and speak much about their village but at the bottc.:n of it 

they are keen on protecting their ot"fn interesto To cite the 

example of the well, the leader of the north side group of the 

village argues how it will be economic, providing drinking water 

to a larqe number of people who have no well etco Likewise the 

leader of the Southern side ~ill argue from their points of 

view .. 

At this moment, the President, Secretary 

and other committee members note down the main points of the 

arguments put fontard by the villagers~ the caste leaders 

and influential peopleo They count the points of differenoa 

and disagreements and analyse them in detailo After the 

scanning of individual view points, the members of the Cc:nmitte~s 

of the village come out with different attentive proposals 

keeping in v iew the interest, unity and integrity of village 

and alternative proposals assembling the mutual interests of 

the castes or groups., ·rhus the people are advised to choose 

the alternative vrhich is accepted by majority of the villagers., 

Those who disagree are convinced and persuaded by the influent:!.al 

members on important matters ann thus the agresmen t is reached., 

Then the Secretary writes dvdn the outca~e of the m2eting and 

the decision unanimously taken is accepteC.L· Finallyp the 

secretary notes down the proceedings in the proceeding book of 

the village and asks the people to put their signature or 
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thumb impression.. 'l'hus t."-le meeting is finally declared over 

by the President with a vone of thanks to the participants. 

Cne of the most important points is noticerl 

i~ such Grama Sabha meetings is that, in case of disagreement 

or deadlock among the many conflicting groups, the influential 

members come into the rescue of the cc.nmitteec i.:ost impo1·tant 

among them are the Oldest member of the village, the foun~ing 

fathers of the new village-council, some school teachers and a 

ban1c employee of the village.. These people because of their 

i~fluence and contact with the publiC officials of the sub-

division head quarter like to the SDO, BDO, Tahasildar, Supply 

Officer, Bank Manager play an impoctant role in the delibcrationu 

of the village decision-making'o I'hese people persuade others 

who do not agree with the decision accepted by the majority"' 

rn 9~~ of the cases decided, these people have been successful 

in persuading the people in the villageo Even there are cert~in 

cases in whic~ the meetings of the council are dissolved withc~t 

any outcome with deliberations throughout the days or nights and 

are finally decided with the interference of the influential 

lea~erso The villagers wait and invite these people to come on 

their official holidays {because of almost all of them are 

government secvants) • 1n these cases the disagreement of the 

Grama-sabha was over because of the olciest member in the 

villa9eo Ke was called upon to the meeting and his proposal 
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was accepted with respect because he is the oldest survivor 

and father like of the village. 

One might apprehend that in such 

conflicting-3ituations \vhere the interests of one caste or 

group clashes with the other 1 there may be conflict between 

different groups, or group clashes. But in the village there 

is not at all any big clash between the groups involved. The 

deliberations and the routine procedures of the village is 

such that it do not permit any group to clash with the other 

whicn in other words is that the rule of muscles is not 

permitted. ·rhe busi:::1ess of the meeting is such that the 

President will preside over the meeting, the Secretary will 

call the attendance, the members will propose and then the 

President will ask for individual views etc. one by one by 

calling their names all of which are conducted in a 

disciplined manner. Besides, the Secretary and the President 

constantly request the people to remain silent wir~out making 

any noise in the meeting. Since the individual member 

participates are requested and allONed to put forth their 

vie\v points without any fear or favour in a disciplined manner 

hinting at any member because of his personal difference etc. 

have no place in the council rules. Even it has been 

interestingly, noted down in the rules of the proceeding took 

that while in the meeting, nobody \·dll be allcwed to have 

private business talk and thereby disturb the deliberations 

of the village council1
• Besides there are also restrictions 
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Besides there are also restrictions on the members to be over 

talkative, quarr~lsome indisciplined to or misbehaviour to the 

respected ones or seniors (See appendix) such types of 

indisciplined actions are backed by severe restrictions in 

the form o: sanctions like social boycott, fine which must be 

paid by thot time and other punishments as decided by the 

people present thereo The presi~ent and secretarycs constant 

reminders that the more you create indiscipline and talk more 

irrelevant things, the more time \'fill be consumed in the 

process, reminds the people to c~e to the pointo Thus this 

sort of restrictions with a good mechanism hardly leaves any 

scope for the people for any conflict in the villageo Ofcourse~ 

some times angry members argue with others and exchange hot 

worlds for which they are either fined which will be collected 

on the spot or one expelled from the meeting immediately for 

further meetings. In case the matter is serious# they are 

socially boycotted for an indefinite period and are admitted 

only with written apology and the fine imposed on them when 

paido 

In the villcge~ there is no such major 

incident in which grcups of one casta has fought a battle 

with physical force \·lith the oth•3r.. In such situations the 

villager~ or important members persue the angrymen and 

convince them., 



Thus, there ia hardly &ny conflict in the dGliberationo of the 

village councilo We do not s&y that the villugG io a picture 
~ 

of a perfect and an utopian idea in ~ich tharo is no 

conflict at allo Every thing in the village ~.s idee! cmd 

there in ca:nplete hannony bett-Jeen the peoplec ~m ~1a.t rospect 

it is called an ideal vill&ge like that o~ Gon&~i:s R~ Rajy~ 

'Hhich can hardly ba possible in the pr2oent c1a.yo But :·Jhat 

t:re intend to ay is that, conflict; ocQ.t:J, but thGy UQ 

of mild natureo By conflict we mean exchange of bl~s, group 

clashes etco All that has happened in the village are minor 

in character and intensity ~hidh at each and every point of 

its time is undermined and solved amicably by the councilo 

Hardly, there is any major conflict tthich has roclcec4 the 

council in its working since 1980 to 198So At oach ~d GVS£Y 

point it has been tackled proper!' by the villc~rc .. d'lsilluelvei...:., 

Another i.mportan"'~ point "t.:ilich ':.~ ~Jould 

like to mention is the decision by majority to bo uccep~sd 

by the otherso As per the rules the decis;i.on to be c.;.ccoptoti. 

by the majority is accepted by others., In such c. tli.t.u~tio..1 

uhile taking decisions in the village CO\.?llCilc Or!«::: &lqr as!t 

he:: .Lij the decioion accepted by the majority is at the same 

·dme accepted by t.he cc:nmunit:y as a '!:1holo'., In other t:ords 

there may come a position in 'l:••hlch the difforent cu: t.o 

~rot.."l)S involved ar.d the caste \'Jhich ia nvm$r.ica1J.y titrQ';llgar 
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may force the other caste groups to their c;,rn dec!sionsl~ 

n1is is not at all possibl~ in the village council becausG 

of the composition of the Acting Co::nmi ttee t!hich ia the 

final authority has to take decisionso The ~cting C~ittee 

is ccrnposed of keeping in mind the equal representation of 

caste and locali t:y features in mindo Besides this# a large 

number of regulations as laid down by the council for the 

proper understanding of the harmony in the village and there\tith 

to keep up the unity of the village at any cost hardly 

supports any of sudh comment~ 

In other words, the present study of the 

village power structure of Kangeilo offers a slight contrast 

to Rampura (Srinivas 1955) where the settlement of 6i~put2o 

brings out the importance of singlf! caste group which is 

locally dominant because of its largest numerical strength 

and economic sufficiencyno According to Srinivas ~ ~~ caste 

is dominant when it is nUmerically the strongest in the 

village or local area, and economically and politically exarciso~ a 

prepondering influencG.,:. So far as the village I<angeilo is 

concerned. the Khandayat caste t:rhich is numerically as t-Jell 

as econanically strongest in the village is supposed to 

exert prepondering influence in the decision~·malting of the 

village., But in fact, the I<handayats do not eX3r·~ any pot1er 



like that o~the dOMinant caste~ Because of th~ democratized 

as t-rell as ·. ~- . t1ritten restrictions on the dGciaion makers 

and the representative character of the deciding body~ there 

seams to be a balance in the decision making consenou~ ~hich iu 

well described by Baileyu Bailey 10 in his pa&er c~ 

"Decisions by consensus in councils and comm!tto0oc oayo 

that, "there is likely to be a premium on consensus proce<iure 

in councils in communities where relationships tend to be 

multiplex6 because in such committees disagreements can not 

~asily be isolated within one realm of oocial QCtion and tend 

to cause total paralysis"o Thus the consensus in the villag~ 

decision making is not only due to the written constitution~s 

restrictions. social existence and gr~~p expericncG b~t ~lao 

thGir :n.;.gGrne.ss to maintain the social oolid~rl :.:y for tht. cc, .• 1cil 

good., The ot.hs.c varie-t.:i. es of feature~ ~:i1ich COi1t:d.but:.: -to ;:.~: .. 

cc.mnun i ty: s con sen sus are the geography: the ;:x~cur i ~.:y. ;;c.ue 

econc:nic condition •. -their sociul intervention" intu:L" 

dGpenCi.ablli ty and after all the t::UlingneDs to maintuin the 

unity c~ ell coste This is primarily due to the prZ\,iou~ bad 

co.1S{>nuus in the villag~, In general., ~73 cnn oay ·\:he t:.utt'lori·;:y 

--- --,.---. .,..........__--- ... ~--~--............. --~--·.__ .......... ______ . ____ _ 
i.O, Ouoted in At:H .. ScJjao (1971}: Dc...uoc;uoy t;lti !'ol:l.t~.cu.l 

~hanou :\rLYJ.J.!~q~_I...,.1}.9~,~~ Orien'~LO'n(jmui·;--&2::1 -5:3.11-ii"'l:';as 
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structure of the village is collective in nntura D.-Tld l::hieil 

functions objectively for •the common gocd of tho t.?holo vilJ4og0 

of Kangeiloo 

The ~orking of such a procoss in a ccmmunity 

in the mind of the raaders may very often qu:astion the 

authority of the oouncil:a decisionso In other ~ordo one mcy 

question the authority of the village c~~cil uhich can bo 

explained as foll~~st 

The tlorking of such an insti\;u'i:.ion in th:J 

village under study, as t-re sa~ grar out of the socic-·econom!c 

and political conditions of the villagGo The oxper;lencu ln 

the village without such an institution 'Has c. horribl~ one, 

The security of one= s 9roperty (mostly agriculture) eaa no'i: 

at all thereo Ther~ t<tes no proper ttnd~rotand.:J.ng cnnong the 

people in case of any dioputeu The authority to ouch divputcu 

in the villngG ~tas the soo~ T3hsil6ar or tho jttCi..".c~.~J. 

courts of the sub~division in ~:rhich the villc:.gers vaJ.t,.c.:bl:: 

money, time &nd energy ~;aa spoiledo Virtt,dly; th~.r.-:a ~~·aD 

5.ndiscipline and choas in tht:l vill&g3o In simplo uordo 

thera ,-:as no 1nu und order in the villageo Thuu coc:f.o-.econc;t.c 

and 90litical ~cperiencc lea to the org&niaed lifo !n the 

fonn of a village cmncil i~ the moure~ of the author! ty in 

tha villagoo Largely the authority is drcn·m from the village 



cc:nmuni ty itselfo The ~uthoiity of the villcgc council it: 

drawn frcm the social and moral forces that ar.~ c_;;,erating 

in the village cc:nmunityo Besides this" the mos't intarest5.ng 

force is their promise, sweared in the nam~ of God to keep 

up the village unityo The villagers peculiar religious nature 

is also a strong source of the authorityc Their tr~endouo 

faith on God are peculiar incidents" ~hich to saMe cxten~ 

forces the villagers to obey the decisions of the oouncilo 

l~lhy do the villagers obey the decisions of the Geon ~sh has 

its interesting characteristicso A question uas asked to 100 

elders of the v illageo ~:Why do yO"..l obay the dGcision of the 

Council~? The responses are given bel~JS 

9.rounds of Obeying the Council c s Oecisionn 

i 
Moral 
ground., 

56 

ii 
Religious 
God 
:Z ea.~;ings 

75 

iv v 
v illagrSocial 
t:mi ty boycot·:: 

iii 
securJ.ty 
of ·~ealth 
agricul
ture & ole 
age 

90 92 

& pun~: .. · 
shment 

59 

vi. 
int:e;: .. 
dc.apen· · 
den co 

so 

Uoci~). 
R::.:lst5.on·· 
E~1i9 

50 

.. -,.- -~------...........--·- ---· ··"""·---------~--~" --....,;;·-.'.;.......r·--·'~~-



\1e see that out of the responGeD to the 
~ 

grounds of obeying the decisions of the council~ nearly 92 

people responded that, they obey the decisions of th~ Gaon 

Dash because of the many adVantages for uhic.l& they uant to 

remain united. Perhaps, they have understood the real 

meaning of unityo 

we fallc:o 

Scmctiono 
..,,~---

They believe in, nunitad ma stand divided 
.9 

The sanctions behind the decisions of the 

council are religious, social and economiCo Some times physical 

force also plays a roleo To a great extent the council 

exercises its influence through moral pressure and somattm~~ 

through economic sanctions. The most important economic 

sanction, is the fines imposed upon the earning m~nbars: lat! 

breakers are realised by the councilo When the earning manbGlrt: 

do not obey the decisions of the councilD they era fin~6 

t'hich are of tl..ro typesp Same times the fino i.mpoodi upo:::1 \:he 

lat1 breaker has to be realized on the opot (t;ithin one hour 

or so ~hen the council is in session)and oth0r in the next 

sossio-.. i of the council o 

'l't1ose \lrho do not deposit the fines impooe;Ci 

by the counc~.l deliberately have to pay double the E.InOunto !2 

they t.ri:ill do not deposit in time, they have to suffer eocial 

boycotto In such a situation the villagers &rG intimated 



not to have any relations ui th the la\·t breaker (even talking 

to his family iS prohibite~d) unless the person dcpooii:o the 

amount fined with a written conditional cpologyo Those 

boycotted socially c..re not helped by any vill~q:ar in cny \"Jayo 

If some one disobeys the inc;tructions of 

the council's restrictions and continues the relations '<'ri th 

the law breaker called *dosit, he is finedo Thus, social boycott 

as a sanction plays a very important role and servos as the 

most important sanction of the councilo 

The other kind of sanction is the moral 

uanction Hhieh :implies that, the people of the village .t.:hould 

obey the decisions and ccmmands of the Council as just a,i1.Ci. 

righto When the council pronounces any judgement or takes 

any decisions, that is accepted as lat-To For people of the 

village say that :it is taken by the Desh' (by the village 

cc..m try~ :> For any one Who do not accept the council: s v!:ardic:. 

is r~diculed by the pecple~ Be~ldes, since they r.ec9ect their 

o•m faillily needs anr1 it is these pe-ople l:Jho ara involved in 

the 6-ecioion. ·mU..:cing... the verdict of the COtt.nCil ~.s c.ccc..pt~ 

unconditicnall~t" Sc:n:=times the Klth and Kino br.c:.tg}lt about c. 

lot of moral pressure on him to accept the ~~rciict oi th0 

councilc 

The religiouz.: canctions bahind th~ 

council:s verdict and dcciDion in the village io quit3 peculi~r 
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in cha.racte.ro This is due to tha tr~.n~mcious fc.Li:h on ·::h3 

village Deity \"thich the villagGcs hc:ve devGlopcCl ~.n the 

course of timeo As per the occasions in t:rhiCh they cc.11:: unitci 

and C\-.rear in the name of the vi 11 age ~ i ty to oboy t:he 

decisions or verdict of. the village council an& ltezp up the 

unity of the village" they do not he['itate to dizo~y the cc..mciJ.'., 

It is ths interesting as well as peCUliar rolig:.f.cus nc.tur-:: of 

tha villagers, is a major sourco of ob€dioncoo 

obedience of the village covncll is t-he very nature of iCo 

It's structure and function order both noma! and e~trc.ordinacy 

situations hardly give way to any other levola of pm~er in 

the villa<JGo As a result" the authority t:1as obeyed and 

hel:i in at-Te and respect by all seg:nen ts of Kcngc~.J.o C:...i'mt,_::::. i:.y ~' 

I t did not pay to disobey i t 11 because the collcc't:ivo t.t,_'i:.h ori ty 

structure t.ras so pm-1erful and had the co:nzr.en~u.rote c~.c~~t 'i:o 

enforce its decisionso The inhcl>itants of -:;~:;..~ ·.;•Li.lc.~c. ~~~ ... 1..; 

he:.;itato to commit deviant acta ,,Jhich t·1ould lnv;I;C.o tho 

councilo Thus the Cc:tt1lission of clev.:f.imt c..c·t~ ;1tW b . .:p'i: ::.n 

Ccht!: sioo ~-n 'che V 1J.l a a~ .. -:....------- _,__,.--~------~ . 

Cohesion on daJ..l.y Con cacts in raoid.encu.., uo::~1t 

&nO. me(:rtin<;; 1:1 aut c::·.cross caste lines &nd special to find people 



otherwise unrelated., (M&yer~' 1960, 132 o; That ic t:il at ~,.e h"ve 

observed in the villageo Their mutuc:.l participt-.t.:l.cm 

in aaeh other: s fostivalsc marriuge ceremonies cmCI other 

occasions bind them together to a canmon village foelingo SCDQ 

occasions like the =oaon Laksmni Puja., Dola Jat;r.a" Ho!:t. and 

Ghumura Nacha, Pecple,irrespectiva of thetr eaoto affiliation 

participateo The Lakshmi puja is the Pujo of the :C"u:ndc.oyutc., 

the Dola of the Gauras::> the Ghumura is that of ·:.:ho Sabara.uo 

In all these occasions, all caste people both higher and lc:·rer 

c:re invited by each other and all rituals are performedo On 

•Lakshmi puja' the unclean tribe of Sa~aras are invited en the 

seven days of puj a, and the employers grant leave to their 't:"'rlt3r.r: 

to celebrate the occasion in merry··makingo Their rGl;igio .fc!Jtivo 

life is the main source of cQ~esion in the villagso 

i\chievemento of the 'Goan Oesh' 

The achievements o::= th3 Gc.on D;J~U cr:: 'i.:r€.:.nenc:i.ou;j ·· 

The most important achievertl3nts are th&t of the -v~.llt:gc unity~ 

uecurity of life, agricultural crop c::nd th~ prnt~c'.:.ic~'l 

of a patch of jungle., Thsre is perpetual l£lt1 ar:d order in the 

~!~.llc..~:-; ~·;~:ili minimum of crime.. l;:ot a ;:.i.ngl::l diD)';t'.'i:o .:l.n ·;;bo 

co.J.rtc ::.. lot of oJ. j lo.nd disputo~., fu-nily quarr.£lw hQv~ bGcn 

oolved ~miccl>lyo !::hen a~:tod:o one of th:! m~-abors of th0 Gaon 
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conflicts c.:mong us c.:.re though un&voidablcc bu·;:. ~~:9oc do not go 
.. 

out of t!"le H.mit, the oo:i.utiono and CCMpro....:5.c::;; cz:: ~asily 

The other a~pects of c.ch ~.evz.·, ~-:;o\:; is the t oS:: 

tha people: s attitude towards e.uthori cy has ch:.:ngc':Ac PQople hav ... 

beco:ae politically conscious by participai:ing c4£"}J.y !..11 the 

60lib3ro.tions of the Desha., They have bGCO:Ue gocd c:;.-;;i~eno 

r....gt:inot the authority of Gram Panchayat" BeD ~~t) end n <>D"C" On;.. 

of the interes'i:.ing evidence is the increa~d purt;:'.ci:.:at..:ton 

in election,, In recent y~aro6 there is o greeter !ncroano in 

election participating !:!hich \-Jan almost SO~!, in t:\10 h;.Et cz.zc::-nb).y 

w""ld general alectiono Besid~o, uhile putting the ::ottrc:: 

~gent S., Khuntia of Congess I in the book of the villag(.~ 

grievances ~o the public cuthority and gheoring -::il~.t •. ·i:nc 

'-:.o one inGiv i6.uaJ.,. They bee &me successful J.!'. dv:.t-r:cir.g ·~-:::; 

Council •.-ras mad~ :l.nchargsn 
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The-sub divisional authorities have 
.. 

recognised the fact of 'O:le importance of the 'Desh •. Even 

there are 4 instances in which, the thanar and the SOO office 

refused to entertain the cases of the village. The Thana 

Officer in 3 ~ases returned the complaint to return to the 

village and obey the decision of the 'Desha'. 
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SU:• c<ARY Al"!D CONC:.USION 

The aim of the present study vlr>S to m2'<e an empirical 

study of the nature of politics and society at "i:he grass-root 

level in rural India. Special emphasis has been given in the 

change of decision-m~king at the community level and the demo

crAtization of the process of the rural political system. The 

reAl Value Of SUCh study cfoes not lie in the d;-:gree Of Validity 

of its conclusions for a wider area. It is rAther valid and 

applicable only for the small universe under investigation and 

therefore the problems and conclusions may or may not be valid 

for other villages. 

The specific n·-,ture of the study is about one particular 

village which has been investignted and the materials have 

collected through personal observational method, intervie'.·' q -~ t 
~-- , ........ 

personal contacts. Each chapter has been treated \'Jith diffel .. t''Ti·i: 

a~pects of the village community life. Special attention 1 1~ 

b ·en paid to decision-rr.~:ing Pt t> .. e vil:age level, the or:~~·-·re .-, 

collective authority expres :;ed t hrouuh the village co unci 1 and 

the changes ic ~he soci8l structure, inter-caste relption R~~ 

inter-c,-~te clenendcr.cy R:id an overAll picture of decision ':Jith 

the nnalysi~· of cPrtr:in decisions RlreAc!y tR<en affec"Cinr: thn. 

c or:r::u n i t y • 

:~urr•J. soci,oty in IndiA is tvpical in its social,..-Jolitic:a1 

and economic li~e. It r~s uni~~e cr,r2cteristics of ~inshir~ 
.n 

gre ter rigidity of socinl :-;tr..:ctLZ"e and also o:rer1ter homogei£< .. y 

th; n the highly advanced ~ocieties. 'iesides, the nature anti 

f,mction of the rural society eventho·.1gh h~ve been chanr:ed, ClJ. ... e 

still conventional in na~urc. Tht! charecteristic fe · tu.c&.J are 
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undergoing change as a result of several political,economic 

and social forces. Education, industrialisation, ur.baniza

tion and above all democratic forces have favoured transfor-.. 
mation of rural society in India. Several measures and 

developmental programmes of the government are also respon

sible, to a great extent for these changes. 

So f8r as the study of caste structure is concerned,· 

Kangeilo is a multicaste village. Each caste or tribe is an 
' 

endogamo~s group and ____ th~s_ is seperated from each other by their 
,-------

rule of endogamy and commensality. The village1 thus, is a --· 
vertical entity of several horizontal layers, each of which 

is either a caste or tribe. But there is only one tribe namely 

the Sabaras. 

The study first reveals the setting and the major caste 

groups in the village, their vertical and horizontal ties 

run in across the village. It also emphasises as the nature 

of relationship in the vil1age which overflows caste barrier 

and bind together several caste grouos and tribe of unequal 

hierarchy in the vill~ge. This fact is owing to the nature 

of the peculi~ies of the village's physical isolation, 

morality of the people, unity in the villa~_!nterdependance 
- ----- ··-' --~-=·-----

of the castes and a sort of socio-economic change of liveli-

hood of the villagers. The livelihood of the villagers is 

primArily based on agriculture and the non-agricultural castes 

(Castes without l:::,nd) are employed by the landowning castes. 



Occupational specialization, as evidenced in the village 

reinforces interdependence among castes and tribes and this is 

observed in the annual graia paymPnt to the artisans and servicing 

castes. The occupAtional specialization not only creAtes 

divisiveness among t·e castes but also as a whole reinforces 

solidarity among the castes. InK angeilo, thus; there are two 

forces which act simultaneously : (i) through Occupational 

specializ~tion and economic interdependance in the village: 

different castes come closer to one another to establish the 

vertical ties in one hand and on the other hand enhance solidarity 

in the same caste; (11) again occupational specialization also 
a 

creates cleeages in the same caste and enhances solidarity throueh 

caste interest. In sum, the occupati.ooalspecialisation .1s observed 

in the village is forging force at the expense of many other bondso 

The villagers as a multi-ethnic unit have to reciprocate nnd 

cuoperate with various castes and communities in the community. 

The sizable lando\-mers who do not participate directly in the 

c~ltivation employ labourers. Annual, seasonal and casual laboure•~ 

are employed both from the villa-::e :l.rrespeci tve of caste and class 

affJliation. For these all labourers get grain payment mostly. 

The provision of fooding for the annual labourer is a convent.:. naJ. 

practice in the vU.: A:·~<::>. The de:r'"' nri for labourers are made by the 

ap;Joint:ne nt of 1 halya 1 of heteroeeneous cas·..:es \thich constitute 

predomin~ntly the Sabaras tribe. 

On the otherhand, there is the vertical relationship which 

brings many castes ;loser to one another. These are the Halya~ 
J • ~-

'. 
/ .,' 



Surjyabandhu, BhRgachasi etc. Jesides,there are institutions 

such as ritual friendship, celebrAtion of occassions and 

family partnerships in the ~vill<=~ge. 

So far as the study of caste structure and group dynamics 

are concerned, there is considerable exaggeration that caste 

functions as the age old institution. But it is seen in the 

village that due to urban influence, contact of the people with 

government officials and the noticeable changes in the village 

due to new scope for employment, economic ~rowth by bar~ finance 

a~d educ~tional facilities; the way of the life of the villagers 

has changed.. As a result, caste no longer functions as an old 

institution, r ther it has become secularised and now t~rns intQ 

an instrument for effectively Rrticulating group interest v1hich / 
I 

is secular in nr1ture. uo doubt it 1 s force played conventional 

role at the be.~ining but gr·1dually its importance became less 

and less. 

One of the mAr1zed ch~nges in the rural India is seen in 

the political life of ~he vill~qe especially in the field of 

decision-mfJ\< i ng. ThPre is a ;')ercP;Jt i ble ch~- nge not iced in the 

process of decision-:::a~. ing at the com::~uni. ty level. The 

traditionAl vilLage he-·dman \iho hold po\ter dt:e to his sJcic

economic st .tus and w s the sole decision-ma{er for the 

community did not last long. :'he ;nulti-dimensional ch··,nges in 

t~e village life, the democratization process of the institution, 

int~oduction of democr1cy , it's institutions and ideals developed 



a tendency in the minds of the people in the village. 

The educated and employftd youth no longer beared this 

and differed to the traditional authority. They aroused 

community's sentiment towards the common problem and 

sh~e~ the traditional authority of the village. They 

brought as is evident in the study, great changes in the 

lives of rural India. The most interesting as well as 

magnificant chan~e is perhaps the decision-maKing and the 

evolution of collective auth0rity. 

The new leadership was provided by the youths 

in the village who organized the people and constituted a 

new village council as 'Gaon Desh'. They gave the village 
' 

a new constitution and organized the people poli~ically. 

The authority now rested with the village council ani no 

more became the monopoly of the Pradhan. The Council 

cons is ted of three corruni t tees known as the .llcting Adv'l.sory 

and \'forking Committees. The council chalked out the entire 

socio-economic and political code of the village extending 

its authorit~o the entire village. It to~ decisionst 

solved disputes: formed policiP.s and executli2d. the policies,_ 

in favour of the \I'Jhole village co::muni ty as a \·JhoJ.e and not 

in .favour of any caste. As a result of policy "'~ormation and 

decisionf the de.cision-ma'.zing process became more and more 

democratic. Hul ti-caste dominance became the hallmark and 

" I 



the nature of village authority became collective. 

The changes and the interaction of democratic 

procedure for defision-meking and the elective principle com-

pelled the aspirants to master support by encouraging their 

castes, kin or affiliated groups. Thus the enjoyment of 

political authority became more and more matters of skill 

in maKing enduring political coalitions, of accomodating 

diverse demands, of creoting a climate of equal importance 
th~ 

to 7;ile allL groups. In doing n all these one could not { 

exploit one's socio-economic advantRge, but bowed down 

before the collective authority. Decision-maKing and 

policy influence became increasingly important at different 

levels in the village like the decision-macing at the 

caste level, locality level and village level. Over the 

years, the villagers developed a notion that public policy 

decisions can be influenced and it is no more the business 

of any one who cares. Now not only could one discuss and 

participate in making them, they now felt, but one could 

even influence them. Such a convi~ction involved more and 

more villagers in the discussions in the village council. 

The villagers, on the other hand, on various 

occasions discussed and deliberated on the different points 
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of view expressed by them in heated manner. But in most 

of the cases, even afte~ heated discussions and mild 

exchange of words. They have resumed their normal inter-

action and solidarity. Differences of arguments have in 

some cases disrup-ted their normal life less and less as 

time went by. Thus, they ~Dew to make a distinction 

between points of views expressed and their normal social 

relationships. 

In the long run, the village has developed into an· 

integrated whole with several cas~ and tribes of unequal 

hierarchy. The changes in the various areas of their 

political life hnve given a better understanding of the mechanism 

of political authority in the village and their attitude towards 

village collective authority had significantly been altered. 

Theyhave now become the demanding customers and grumblers 

in the village democracy. They have also developed a greater 

sense of feeling for their village which has been reflected 

on many crucial occassions and their response in demonstration 

of unity against the attack on the village crop, jungle or 

village wealth or ttnfii.es. The equal position to the lower 

caste people over the unclean tribe in the festive as well 

as on all other occasions of the village discussions and 



their approach to governmental of:icials at times of putting 

• the demands has been tremendously expressed. The absence of 

major conflict dJrine the last t\~O years really proves the 

sense of unity among the vill81jers. Not a single case has 

been registered by any villager of K angeilo in any court, 

Thana or administration. This certainly reflects the sense 

of unity which the villagers have cherished. 

Conclusions 

The concil4sions and generalizations are to the hest of 

our knowledge drm-m from our own observation of the 

particular comnrunity of K angeilo and thus are valid to that 

small ,.,orld which has been investigated. These may or may 

not be applicable to ··. ~.' other villages and the validity of 

data is exclusively to that village only. 

Firstly, from our study we came to kno·w that the 

geographical situation and surrounding of the village has 

resulted in aninteresting relationship among the villagers. 

It has shaped the socio-economic and political relationship 

of the people, especially on the political life of the 
. 

inhabitants. Th~.:s the geography has a bearing on the politics 

which is distinctively observ~ble. 
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Secondly, so far as the study of caste, inter-caste 

• 
relation and inter-caste dependency are concerned, the 

village in particular marks a difference to other village 

studies on the point of the claim of dominant caste.1 The 

group dynamics as studied shows that there is considerable 

exaggeration in the claims that caste in a vill~ge is said 

to be dominant because it preponderates influence in a 

community because of its numerical strength, wealth and 

social status. Evidence based on empirical study in the 

village decision-making shows that of the alleged political 

dominance of a caste is lackinp,, atleast in_this village 

investigated. Particularly in the field of decision-maKing 

at the community level - the dominance of any caste is absent. 

It may be in the other aspects of the village life, no 

doubt, but in the five decisions studied and given in the 

appendix shows that caste plays its part only as one of the 

innumerable forx:es. There are other forces like economic 

interests, caste interests, residential loyalities, physical 

surrounding, situation of the village, morality of the people 

I 

and the inter-personal dependency as well as relationships which 

also contribute to decision-making. 

1 M.N. Srinivas, 1959. "Dominant Caste in Rampura", American 
Anthropolo_gist Vol.XI (pp. 1-16), 



Thirdly, t:-.ere is cons idero.ble evidence that \'Jhenever 

caste enters t~:.e political are as, it no longer functions as 

the old institution of that name. It has become §_ecy_l_~ris_eg 

and turns into an ir.strument for effectively articulating 

group interests \vhich are secular in the nature. Emphasizing 

the secular aspect of caste the Rudolphs have adopted a very 

useful model of fission, fusion and decompression, in 

explaining the resp nse of castes to the appearance of ne\v 

forces in Indian Society and Politicsa. The changes that 

caste has and is undergoing are carrying it beyond traditional 

ascriptive definitions. The changes include internal 

differentiation (fission) and operation of integrative 

institutions upon it; federationo~ castes (fusion) into 

larger associations that expresses interests, symbolss ruxl 

norms; and decompression of caste's village home". Fur-ther 

"caste is los-ing the functions, norms and structure or:ce 

associated with it and acquiring nev" ones. It is serving t:1c 

ritucl r.nd occ::.pntional goal.s of Lr':J.ditional society less, ·~11e 

mobility and par'tic.:.pation goals of r:1odern society more. In 

doin.g so i~ helps to substit'J.t:2 in the lives of ordinary 

Ind: :::.r: 1 s choice for birth, er:ual i ty for hierarchy ancl 

opportunity for .:'ate". (p.103) 

?. Rudolphs Lloyd & 3JsamJJnihr: Tr·Jdition of Modernity 
Chicago: ':'he U::iversity of Ch.:..c,.,r·o Press, t«~4>P.f?8-103 



Fourthly, it seems cl~ __ r that caste polities is not 

incompatible \vi th democracy. ':1nnen caste operates as a 

traditional tio ':lith no secular aims, caste can not '::>e said 

to be unde~ocratic. vemocracy, after all should at the 

rr:inimum: reflect the real behavio:.u' of the people. If their 

behaviour is governed by the cnste, it is arguable that 

may be undemocratic not to allo•.v ce:.ste behaviour its role 

in the political procP.ss. But cnste operates in a duality, 

traditional as well as modern. 

Fifthly, tr.e vJOrk ing of Sucbf democratic system in a 

village becomes a treining ground for the people for 

political participation in tl-:e '.vidcr political syst2~~ cf 

state. Their pnrticipation in t:-te discussion, delibcrc:tion 

and decision on various problems r~ally broaden their 

political outlook. 

Lastly, the operation on functioning of such a democratic 

system (Village Council) with jurisdiction over the entire 

village to solve the disputes of governmental rn&chinery 

for arbitration. If v1i th proper organization and recognition 

of such councils are encouraged \vi th povJer delegated to 

solve their own problems arising out of the village will be 

given, certainly that ·will lessen the workload on the 

governmental machinery and the democracy can really function 

effectively. 
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However, we do not suggest the village as an Utopia 

of perfect integration. ~rt is a villa~e what Bailey says 

"an axiom that the poor are helpless against the rich"J. 

Till today all the rich and the poor, the high caste and 

the lower unclean caste or tribe and the majority of the 

population of K angeilo are tied into a village bond. But 

some men who have little interest in and over the village have 

defied the codes of the village. Some leaders have been in 

the co~se of time tied over personal benefits anapersonal 

g~ns and become corrupt with party affiliations. But 

t:r.~is does not mean that they \'Jho defied the codes of this 

community are without community consciousness, but they 

have their O\·Jn interests outside the village and are less 

dependent upon the village. But \<Jhen the question_ of the 

village prestige comes, they are among the others to defend. 

3 F.G. Bailey (1955) "An Oriya Hill Village-I" in M.N. Srinivas 
(ed) "India's Villages" ( Asia Publishing House, Bombay 
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APPENDIX - I 

CASE - 1 -
For example, the village council of Kangeilo 

takes decision regarding the fixation of wages - for the 

agricultural labourers every year or once in two years. They 

fix the wage for both men and women as to how much money or 

in kind should be paid to the labourers and the duration of 

working hours. In the discussion of the wage of this kind, 

the Sabaras who are the exclusive workers in line on the 

wages, play a very important role in the decision-making. In the 

meeting~ they demand for more wage w~ile the employers of these 

agricult~ral labourers argue for less wage. Say in the last 

year• s dti.scussion, the Sabaras demanded Rs.S/- for male and 

Rs.6/- for female labour~r~But the Khandayats alongwith the 

Telis in this discussion argued for Rs.s.so for male and 

Rs.4 for the females. 

This discussion for the fixation of the wage 

took sane 6 hours to be finalised on that day but could not 

be solved. The next day the workers did not go for work 

and requested their fellow workers from the nearby villages 

.,.. ~ .. H? <" ,., , •. ~i ., : s dec i" 1 on ,y~ '"'~""·-=~·" -:_ .-..; Set<a l\np,..rd i ·· ... I 
:'d~t:.: ,(6)- ~~··;;;0:,'-:;d i= t-he'' ~;:•:;J(~~c;._~.g l~c!~·,·l;· session 

,-
'• ·-· . - , 



not to uork in the field of the village peopleo In oc:uJultation 

~ith their leaders they all-stopped workingo l~s a rooult of 

\1hich the villagers ocllec.i. another meeting after 6 6.sys and 

settled the matter at the rate of Rso6 ... 50 for the ms.le and 

Rso5 for the femaleo ·rhat only could happen aft3r pert.uading 

Sabaras to a gr~at extent because of a host of ioctoro in which 

the geography of the village , the season, their interdependence 

ar.dintercaste relation are importanto Since it uas rainy_ 

season and the prime time for the paddy came and cash crop 

cultivation, delay in the work process would result in a 

great loss in agriculture, the Khandayats ond Talis (the land 

craning people of the village) hurriedly negotiated with the 

Sabaras. ·rhis is, \'!e would like to say that nm·r the 

Sabaras being very few in number as compared to the Khandayats 

and relis and very poor as regards to the land ownership and 

other ineome, played a very important role. This is an 

exclusive case in which the Sabaras became victorious and the 

Khandaya ts had to negotiate '!:!i th theme 



Another case ~Jill help us to UtHisr~t&nd the 

caste dynamics in a better wayo That is the cc . .oe of ths 

construction of a dam over the river Ramial during the 

drought periodc On 6th of October the villagers in their 

council :neeting discussed the 9roblem of sc&rc].ty of uater"o 

Theyfclt that without the neCessary Steps: atlcast 80% of 

the standing paddy crop will ba destroyed if irrigation •aork l:ill 

not be taken. In this meeting they sa't1' the possibility of 

diverting the water of the river through a strenous plan 

in \-Jhich a lot of labour is requiredo Besides, the Khandayats 

felt it ~possible without the help of the people of other 

castea., This work. would atleast take for 15 days with the 

help of all villagers~ 

t.s CJ. r:.~sult on lOth of October the lC.:'\endayats 

and Tells spokosm3n proposed the prcposal in the co~1cil meo~ing 

for t:1e construction of dam •'·na the cooperation of E?..l.J. 

villc:.<jers.. :~n this meeting: ti1e o·thcr cc.st~ pecpJ.e w::~p·;; 

the Khwdayats erd th:..: Talis~ vchern~n t.ly oppo:::;ed the idea 

becaus3 they know that the:y r.re not going to be b3ncfitcd 1::-:-c;<l 

the dWt since thsy do not o·:m a piece o~ land t·.'hiCh Ci;>n b::. 

irrigateclo After long period of deliberr.;:tions '.:he Khan~cy!:i:t 

-------------------- ~- ---·------~ 
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tried to convince others but failed''• ~-lhen they failed 

to convince them, the Khandayats evoked the question of 

depedency and said that they are not going to help them in 

their distress if they ar·e not helping them how. It was a 

fact that if the paddy will not be saved, the Khandayats and 

Tel is would not be able to finance them in 1
:..: .,._ sorrows and 

happiness of the latter. This was the question of clear 

interdependence as a result of which the non-Khandayat-Teli 

people participated in the construction of the dam for a 

long period in which they were successful in their mission. 

Since, for their sustenance, the people of 

this village other than the Khandyats and Sabaras livet by lending, 

fo~ing and working as labours and selling their traditional 

occupational produce in the village. They felt it necessary 

to save the standing paddy crop as a result of which an 

unavoidable circumstance was avoided. This case shows how 

the Khandayats and Talis influenced the decision-making 

on the problem of darn construction in this village'. On the 

otherhand the non-Khandayat-Teli people without a single 

piece of land worked for long days in the dam construction·. 



CASE..:::._] 

we would like to cite another case in yffiich the Gauras 

(Herdman) aa a caste influenced in the decision• ·making of 

the villageo During the rainy season" in one of the meetings 

of the village councilc the Khandayats proposed for the 

restriction of the movement of cattle and grass cutting 

from and near the paddy fields~ While cutting grassc the 

people usually cut the paddy plants was the complaint of 

the Khandayatso Besides this" the Gauras graze their large 

herds of cattles near the field frequently as a result of 

which the crops field was being destroyedo 

To see the other side of the case" the Gaur as ars the 

peOple ~ith large herds of cattle in the village for whom 

it becomes impossible for the maintenance of the cattles 

because all the fertile as well as infertile lands came 

under cultivation in rainy season and are blocked by the 

wooden fenceo As a result of this the grazing land comes 

under severe restriction which creates problem for the 

Gauras maintaining the cattleo Besides this most of the COw'L 

of Gauras go mil.ch dw:ing this season also .. 

to··----------·-·-- --·-- ---- .... - -· -- - ·-~·------------·---~ 
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So in this case0 the. Gaur as were suffe:s::ers0 if the 
" 

p:toposal would be acceptedo Thus while talting the decisions 

for grass-cutting totally and the reovement of cottles0 

the Gauras counted the danger for the problem and Cil:tgued 

for relaxation in the rulesu Finally the Khandayat and 

Telis succumbed to the demand of the Gauras and relaxed th3 

regulation to a great extent~ The decision ended with a 

provision that 

i) 'I'he Gauras and all other people \"1111 be allowed to 

cut the grass twice in a week in the presence of the villaga 

crop guard ; 

ii) The CrOp goard will inspect the grass cutting and 

cnybody found cutting the crop-plants ~hall be J:eported to 

the council and shall be fined upto RsoSO/·-; 

iii) Everybody will be allowed to graze their cattJ.Gn ut~.ocst 

keeping a distance of atleast 10 to 15 f~t from the crop 

field and if any cattle destroys substantially the crop 

of any onec he will be fined and that money \'Jill go ·eo the 

concerned man as compensation and lastly; 

iv) People will go to the grassfield after hGaring the 
. 

so 1Amd of the trump~. 

This decision was taken in the 48th session of the 

council on 6"9.,82o 

This case of the reconsideration of the rules t-1aa 

considered keeping in view the position of the Gaw:co and 

thus shows an instance of the respect for mutual coopera~ion 



and mutual claims~ Once again'l this decision also stipulates 

that the fine levied upon the party w~icb destroys the 
' ~~ 

crop shall not be relaxed 1n any case•:~ 
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Case •· 4 

While building a high school 0 all the villagers decid3d 

in the 69th session of the Village council mesting that 

along with the villagers of Pipplac KOriiR~alc Kanchhia and 

Jagann~tbpur 0 they shall help in the building of the 

schoolo Everybody will contrib~e to the school fund in 

terms of cash as well as in kindo Thus while the discussion 

t·1as going on some of the people who hove no cclwol going 

children cmd do not e~peet that their children llill not go 

to school in the next 5 years 0 oppOsed tbe idea on t.he ground 

that they are ~ot going to be benefittedo Besides the 

donation of RsoSO/- per family towards the school fund was 

a big aw.>unt for themo 

FinallYo keeping in view all the prOblema of·~be ~eopl~ 

t·.'ho cannot afford the reoney 0 the council d~idcc. ·chi.:t~. ·;:houa 

people who cannot afford to pay tha !f.:>ney: w>:y pcy Lw ).:::.nd 

like contr but ing the stan;.::- ~~or1cing phys~.ca.J.ly ~.n thu 

const:.:uction of: ·che school building; by providing t-Jood foz- t~he 

roo:.i: and so ono Bat ths condition \"1as that avezoybdy '..:ho hc·v::: 

school going childran as ~Jell us the poop!~ ttithou:~ ochooJ. 

going children must cont~ibute to the building o~ the schoolo 

This cas a of the dec is ion in the council shot-Js too ~t~.nd of 

~-~----------------------~ ~- -·.-----· 
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working of the system very cooperatively and smt)Oth).yo Thusc 

t~e poor peOple who can not afford to see their children 

even in the coming decade because of their acute poverty .. 
could not resist the idea of the school because pr~arily 

they are d3pe~dant upon them for their life and death-upon 

the vil!&gerso They obeYed the decision because the Council 

took it for the bettermant of the community ao u wholoo 

Another supplem3ntary case of this kind is that of the 

r3pairing the roof of the Middle English school and Upper 

Primary school of the villageo The vill&gers every year 

repair and reconstruct the hay roofs of the schoolsC: In 

these occasions all peOple in the village either wh?se 

children are reading or not come and participate in the \'JOrlto 

There are instances in which so~ people have been £"ined 

for not coming to that work who are not even fathers and 

can not send their children in the coming 5 years-



Cas<a ·~ 5 

•rhe rrost interesting case of the caste dynamics in 

the village decision-maJdng was that of ' conflict between 

the sabaras and the prominent merrber of the Village council 

Mro Hrusikesha Somalc Hrusikesha somal is one of the 

richmen in the village whose permanent agricultural labourer 

was Satrughana Dehuryo On 28th February# satrughana came 

to the field of Hrusikesha after 3 days otr absenoao It was 

the prime time for the cultivation of rabi crOps and a 

delay would result in loss. 

By the time Hrusikesha was ploughing in his fieldc 

satrughana came and wanted to join .-. bimo Baing very 

much angry for the long absence of Satrughana" his sc.hukar 

Hrushikesha_suddenly came out of the field and starts~ 
.,. 

hitting himo Then satrughana shouted loudly for help:: s~:tng 

the scene and hearing the noise of satrughana the other 

sabar agricultural labourers who wereworking nearby with 

thei~saukars lef:t their worlc and rushed to the placoo 

Almost all sabaras and their women assembled ct ~he pluco 

and ghearoed Hrusikesha and d;manded a decision on the spoto 

\>that interestingly happS1Sd by that time \"'as that some 

other saukars '-rho ere Khandayato supported the cc::t of Hrusikec;lu:" 



Then being annoyed by the problem the sabaras left the work 

of all their saukars and went to their etJ:€'at to discuss 

the matter and course of action in detailo Then they decided 

to put forward the case in the village council on that very 

dayo 

In the evening the trwnpet blew and people assembled in 

large number , wo~n as well as children also gathered'o In 

this sessi.on Hrusikesha samal who was -~ ~ member of the 

council t'las not allowed to sit with other me®~rs and the 

deliberations lasted for as long as 10 (ten) hot.Jiso After 

discussing the problem vividly ·b:y .• the belp of t-k.e advisers 

and the prominent members of the Assisting com:nittee the 

metcl:>ers decided to fine Hrusikesha for his acto They unan~m.ou .. "J ___ ;_ 

condemned the aggressive act of Hrusikesha and fined him Rs, l.S0/·-

1'hay also fined the prominent ment>ers of the sabar co~r.munity 

for rushing to the place in aggressive l~_and scolding in 

filthy language. The sabaras were fined Rso 1/- eacho r~ll 

the peOple who were fined deposited ·· · money on the spot out 

of Hhich from the hwnanitarian po:int of view the council 

gave Rs ~ 100/· · to Satr ugh ana Deh:.1ry o The sabar as became very 

happy when they successfully influenced the council to imposu 

restriction upon the behaviour of Cl. prominent menber of 

the council as well as a richman who employs lot of lebourer.s 

in agriculture and \tho belongs to the high caste in the casco 

hierarchy" 



present at the Radhakr ishna temple complex was notified. The 

next day oath taking cereaony in the name of village god 

took pl~ce and people bowed to keep unity at any cost in the 
" .. 

village; 

After oath taking ceremony was over the follo•.,ing 

committees were constituted as per the '*Niyamabalis 11 accepted 

by the villagers. 

The committees were as follows 

1) Acting committee 

2) AdvisOJY Committee 

3) Assisting committee 

The merrbers were selected from among the villagers on 

the spot·. 

Niyamabalis 

1. The village barbar will henceforth blow the trumpet 

and the peOple should be assembled at the venue within half 

an hour. Anybody who will be absent they will have to paY 

as.l/- as fine. However in case of any problem in home. the 

concerned member should inform the committee the cause of 

his absence which will be considered without fine. 

2. Anybody who will be caught stealing any agricultural 

crop or. will be proved stealing something with the help of 



APPE~IX- II 

NIYAHABALIS (R\_JLES & REGULAT IONSl 

The first village meeting was convened at the above 

rnent ioned place. Alrrost all the villagers were present~ As 

per the proposal made by Durjyodhan Khuntia and seconded 

by Brj abandhu Khw1tia, the eldest surviving menber of th~ 

village Shri. ·Jagabandhu Bar ik presided over t&l; meeting·~· 

The follm·;ing were discussed and decisions were taken: 

1. The president requested all the members present in 

the meetings to keep silenoe.and putforth their views individually 

and make success the meeting. 

2. The president reminded the people ~tbe pride of the 

village has gone down and chaos and confusion f'il!E prevailing 
'•· 

in the village when the village is moving towards downfall~ 

Then he requested the peOple to bring back.the glory and 

pride of the village with disciplined life. By unity every 

impossible thing can be made possible was the call of the 

President and he cited the examples of unitY in other villages. 

The president first prOpOsed the question of unity among 

the villagers, which almost all the peOple accepted individually. 

Lastly the three w~d members Hrusikesha samal• Hrudananda Bar ik 

and Govinda Chandra samars view was asked by the people 
.... 

who welcomed the unity among the village~s heartly. Therefore 

the resolutions was accepted unanrn.iously. Tom:>rrow all tD b~ 



others shall be punished~ The council will enquire the 

case in detailo The application for such cases Shall b3 

accepted by the Secretary with a fee of Rso2/•·•o 

3o The village's reserved forest will be gua.rdad by the 

peOple of the villageo Anybody found destroying or cutting 

woods illegally shall be finedo The mini~um fine for such 

case is Rso40/- which cannot be relaxableo 

4o If any quarrel both fMnilial and prOperty related comes 

up in the villageq the members of the working oow~ittee will 

decide and such problems will be entertained only in a 

written application0 addressed to the Secretary with Rs 1)2/·· 

as feeso Members will hold impartial judgement with 

proper inquiry and if any suggestion needed may consult 
--

the Advisory Council for detailso The Council would fine 

the culprit suitably., 

No caEe will be allowed to go out of th8 village cour.cil 

to any Thana or court without the knm-Jledge of the Gaon Dcch e 

This rule sho-,Jld be strictly followedo 

5 , .t'::.ll develOpmental works of the villmge will be carried 

out by the .t"ctiog Corr ... -nittec •:Jith the help of the l~ssisting 

COmmitt.os., Both these COlt.:nitt€.3s may accept the odvica of 

the Ldvi£;ory Conuni'l.:.tee or may decide aloneo 
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6~ While the deliberations in the council ~re in progaesso 

if someone disobeys or insults (physically or by scol9ing) 

he shall be punished and~such acts shall be condem~ed~ 

7'o All sot:ts of cultural ceremonies will be performed at 

one placeo 

So Everybody should help each other against the attack 

of any outsider keeping in mind as they are brotherso 

9o If any act besides thC'se above mentioned comes up and 

the Council decides it as a fault., the man will be pw:1ished •· 

the power is hereby given to the council by all of usc 

If someone disobeys all the above rules from 1•·9: he 

\•Jill be punished as proposed .. 

pdditional Ru~~!_H ! 

1) From the coming sessionc the head Qf the family should 
--

compulsorily attend the council meetingsu If he has any 

problem his adult son may rbpresent himo But the COlln.cil 

can enquire the problem of "''-he head member of the family~) 

2o All me~ers ~hall remain present from the beginning to 

the end of the session aP..dshall participate in i:be deliberations .. 

3e While the s~usion of th~ council is in progress: nobody 

will be allowed to tal)t private problems or matterso 



4) The Secretary and the President shall make clear the 

agenda and the discussion9 adopted in detail at the beginning 

and end of the sessionu 

5) If any member of the working corrunittGe shall b: 

no~ be present in 3 consecutive meetings of the council0 his 

merrbership will be automatically cancelled. He wi11 be 

considered impeAched. 

6) With 2/3rd vote of the working committe~& any impeachment 

motion or no-confidence motion can be brought against the 

Presidentc secretary and such other mernbe+s of the working 
,_, 

Com:nitteec If passed they will be removed~ 

7) If anybody intentionally does any thing against the 

interest of the Gaon Desha as wdl1 as against any marrbr.r of 

the Corrmittees he will be considered as a traitor and ditcher" 

8) From today, the matter which will be accepted ,.~~.th 

majority votes~ it win. be d~clared passedco Others havG to 

accept 5.t:, 

9) If any men"'...)er of the \·:i'Orking con:mittea :t.ndulges in 

backbiting against his fello>, m~er, he shall be cons idared 

as a conspirator and traitor against the Gaon Deshc 

10) If ~ny one ::.al)<s against the Desha and accepts agair;lst 

the Desha·., ·the Desha will take acJcion against the me:nberso 



11) Nobody will be allowed to ta+k against his will or 
...... 

against any member in the meetings.· If some one has any 

complaint against the decisions, he can freely express it 

in the meetings. 

•rhe above additional rules shall be effective with 

effect from the next session. 

Notea These Niyarnballs are the tran~tion of the Gaon oesh 

recorded in Proceeding Book I and II~ They are collected 

randomly. 
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P. rLIOC''.,"\P'-::: 

.s cate P: nk of :rn . .:.:.ia, Kornakshyanagar, 

l~c.nqe ilo 

_~{~~ ~ ~c:~ _F:r.oc:qe_;~:~~\! ---~ o_r~ ~~-:: ~-~'- }~a:.-1qc ilo 

V~~-~~rl~_~Iot ~c:·~ __ =:._:_~1~,- _y·~~-~-~'-- _"{~~-~ ~T_, __ yol. III, Kangeilo 

P. T. o. 
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